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Volunteers benefit
from helping others
By Amy Porter
staff writer
Most studies show 96 percent of all
college-aged students who perform
volunteer services benefit from them,
even though the students might
question their own motives for or the
effects of volunteering, a visiting
scholar Monday said.
Dr. Mary Edens, coordinator of the
Service-Learning Center at Michigan
State University, spoke on
"Volunteerism in the Academic
Setting" and participated in a panel
discussion on volunteerism as part of
the Visiting Scholars Program.
Dr: Robert Scott, vice president for
student affairs, said he hopes a
volunteer center will be started at JMU.
"An effort must be made to identify
needs and resources for volunteerism to
be successful," said Scott, who served
on the panel. "It should be based on the
needs of the students."
In her speech earlier in the afternoon,
Edcns said students benefit greatly by
volunteering their time and talents to a
community service. Students develop
and improve cognitive skills, and they
improve oral communication and build
self-confidence, though these usually
are not the reasons students decide to
volunteer.
Students sometimes arc confused by
their motives to volunteer.
"Volunteerism is closely linked to
altruism, but in and of itself is separate

from altruism," Edens said. "One of the
outcomes of volunteerism in the '60s
was a tremendous discouragement when
they [students] found out their
willingness to help was not always
well-received by the people in the
community.
"We call that a naivete about
altruistic motives," she said. The word
volunteer paints a picture of pure
motives — helping others, while
making a sacrifice.
Edens said it is acceptable for students
today to choose to volunteer for selfish
reasons, like to develop personal skills,
to gain experience in a field of interest,
to explore career choices, and to develop
professional contacts. Altruistic
motives for volunteering include
helping the less fortunate and
socializing with others. Today motives
are service-oriented and career-oriented.
Volunteering motives in the '80s
have changed from motives in the late
'60s and early 70s. They were directed
at cultural change.
"The students that were involved on
our campus in the late '60s and early
'70s traditionally, asra change
orientation, they really created many
new service agencies," she said. " For
example many crisis centers developed
by volunteers in the late '60s by
volunteers.
"Volunteers also created drug
education centers, drop-in centers for
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Room with a view
Wednesday afternoon, sophomore Lauren Berger takes
a break to look at the still snow-covered quad in front of
Wilson Hall.

See VOLUNTEERS page 2>
By Alessandra Griffiths
staff writer

New speed limit
debated as part
of highway deal
Different
Moon

When JMU students go home in the future, they
might be able to speed up to 65 mph legally.
The U.S. Senate recently voted to let states raise
their own speed limits on rural interstate highways as
part of a highway bill.
Both the Senate and the House of Representatives
have proposed different highway bills. However, the
highway bill passed by the House earlier this month
did not allow for the 65-mph speed limit. A
conference committee has been established to work
out the differences in the two houses.

Student director Katie Mahaffey
opens with this early 1950s play
at the Experimental Theatre tonight.
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It is important that the clashing houses reach a
compromise on the bill, according to Rep. Jim Olin,
D-6th District. Otherwise, states will not recicve
money to mainalin and repair roads from the
Highway Trust Fund, a measure included in the
highway bill. The fund is supplemented by the federal
tax on fuel"I would like to see a bill that is agreeable to both
the Senate and the House so that the money can be
released to the states where it belongs," Olin said in a
prepared statement. The speed limit has been overly
See LIMIT page 2

The JMU women's basketball team, with
a perfect 12-0 CAA record, prepares to
host the conference tourney Friday.
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Volunteers
► (Continued from page 1)

adolescents and neighborhood youth
centers. Many of those were part of the
concept that if you were not part of the
solution you were part of the problem."
That has all changed, Edens said.
Motives in this decade arc to provide
service to others and to develop"
personal growth. But, motives in
volunieerism aren't the most important
aspect of this type of community
service.
"Our experience is that whatever the
motivation for volunteering — be it
purely service or professional growth
— it leads people to reflect on what
they're doing and that reflection
ultimately leads to action," Edens said.
At the panel discussion,
representatives from the administration,
the faculty, the student body and the
community spoke about volunieerism
from their perspectives. Edens was part
of the panel and answered questions
from the audience after the panel spoke.
Scott said the university has a
responsibility to serve the community.
"The university has an obligation to

provide service to the larger
communities beyond the boundaries ol
the campus," he said. " It's part of the
school's mission to be concerned with
the diminishing interest of students"
involved with the community.
He is concerned that involvement in
the community 4m low on the list of
students' activities.
Through volunteering, students can
involve themselves with the
community and also develop a purpose
of life and a tolerance of different
opinions, Scott said.
Volunteering benefits JMU because it
makes it possible for the university to
make "positive contributions to the
community," he said.
Volunteering benefits the students
because it "has the capacity to provide a
link between school and work
experience. Students can apply
classroom experience to life and give
real meaning to classwork," he said.
Dr. Cecil Bradficld, associate
professor of sociology. He has
integrated volunteering into his
classroom by encouraging students to

serve in the community,
Volunieerism provides discussion
within the class, he said. "These
experiences often begin with a certain
amount of fear and trepidation, but they
have almost always resulted in a
significant human and academic
experience."
Volunteering puts theory into
practice, Bradficld said. "I view the
community as an extension of the
classroom where students can assimilate
knowledge."
Patricia Doss, co-coordinator of
Friendship Ministries, a respite care
center, praised the student volunteers
who have worked with her in the past.
Though the center's original intent
didn't include student volunteers, when
they began working, 'I have to say it.
was a wonderful experience," she said.
Students are willing, dependable and
enthusiast^, Doss s:iid. "They brought
enthusiasm and joy, which was a real
benefit to the people they touched."
Mike Rombach, another panel
participant, serves as the student
member of the JMU Board of Visitors.

Classroom experience is only half of a
college student's education, he said.
Rombach cited statistics from a
Michigan State survey of students who
had volunteered. The benefits they
received from volunteering were as
diverse as they were numerous.
Michigan State students said
volunteering improved their
communication skills, heightened their
awareness of other skills, developed
self-confidence and helped them develop
personal values, he said.
Interacting with others helped the
students to cooperate with them, even if
their values and ideas were different, he
said. Volunteering helped students to
plan their time wisely, solve problems
and take risks.
For those who volunteered for career
placement or advancement, it helped
diem prepare for a career, narrow their
focus in a career, or have realistic
expectations of themselves once they
are involved in a career, Rombach said.
Edens closed the remarks of the panel
by saying, "The opportunity has to be
there in a convenient package for
students."

Limit
>• (Continued from page 1)

emphasized considering the other portions of the bill,
he has said.
Olin voted for the bill the House passed and
probably will vote to raise the speed limit if that
measure is added to the House bill, Olin's legislative
spokeswoman said.
Supporters of the bill claim that rural interstates
have been designed to handle faster speeds and are
isolated enough to accommodate a speed increase.
JMU freshman Jeff Taylor supports raising the
speed limit. "The speed limit should be raised
because, as it is, very few people drive 55 and our
highways are built to accomodate greater speeds," he
said. "It is a ridiculous assumption to believe that
people are actually obeying the speed limit anyways."
Safety factors are the opponents' strongest
argument. U.S. Sen. John Warner voted for the
highway bill as a whole, but said he opposes raising
the speed limit.
"It is my belief that the 55 speed limit has helped

accomplish two things," Warner said in a prepared
statement. "First, it has reduced the carnage on our
national highways. And secondly, it has greatly
reduced energy consumption," he said. "The cons
outweigh the pros."
Many truckers and state police officers alsoopposc
the speed limit increase.
"It is obvious that the 55 speed limit helps in
reducing fatalities. This is the only reason we oppose
the 65 speed limit increase," said 1st Sgt, C.E.
Chandler of the Harrisonburg office of the Virginia
Slate Police.
"We arc primarily in the business of saving lives,
but we will enforce whatever the law-makers decide,"
he said. If the 55 speed limit is retained, stale police
will need lo employ more uoopers to enforce the law,
he .said.
Many state police officers have suggested states
manage their own road systems and that the speed
limit be raised to 65 mph on rural-limited access
freeways. Chandler said. But, "now we have more
traffic than when the roads were built and we need to

make allowances for this," he said.
Many JMU students favor the increase in speed
limit. Sophomore Christina Farabaugh said, "Sounds
like a great idea.
"First, the states could use the money. Second, I
hate the speed limits because once I am on the road,
it is hard lo keep at 55 when everyone else- in going
65 and 70."
In a poll taken in September by the American
Automobile Association, 56 percent of the
Americans asked about the speed limit increase
favored it, while 40 percent were opposed:
With an error rate of plus or minus three percentage
points, the poll reversed a 1985 poll that revealed 43
percent wanted increased speed and 55 percent did not.
Junior Rob Slavonia said the 55 limit is ridiculous
'Everybody drives 65 mph anyways, so what the
hell," he said.
Senior Mike Calabro said raising the limit is
"definitely a good idea. I can't drive 55 on the
interstate."
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SGA votes to ban smoking in buildings
By Martin Romjue
-

SGA reporter

No smokin' in the boys room, the
girls room or most of the building for
that matter.
Those are the conditions of a bill
passed by the Student Government
Association Tuesday. The new bill bans
smoking in all public areas of campus
academic buildings.
The bill also allows students who
don't smoke to ask smokers to
extinguish their cigarettes, said Ashby
senator Steve Gough, chairman of the
student services committee.
However, the bill of action is
unenforceable, and still must be
approved by the executive committee
and university officials.
"The right of the non-smoker
outweighs the right of the smoker,"
Gough said.
The senate defeated Converse senator
Nanci Campbell's proposal to table the
bill. Campbell opposed the bill because
it "excludes a portion of the student
body.
"The bill says that public buildings
such as the student union are open to
all students but it doesn't allow
smoking," Campbell said. "There are
certain areas in some buildings where a
smoking section would be feasible."
Campbell suggested devising an
individual policy for each building.
The bill to ban smoking in public
areas passed the senate 29-8 with one
abstension.
In other business, the SGA passed a
bill requiring all senators to attend at
least one finance committee meeting
each semester and one budget hearing
each &pnii£
ciu.ii
spring mnraia,
semester.

Commuter senator John Martin said
he proposed the bill in response to
recent problems with senators not
attending finance committee meetings
after signing up to attend.
However, SGA treasurer Greg
Usiskin said 33 senators showed up at a
finance committee meeting this week
and contributed "a lot of positive
feedback."
The internal affairs committee is "not
out to get senators," said chairman Eric
Snow.
"We want to make sure senators
follow up on their duties and do what
they are elected to do," Snow said.
The SGA also passed a bill of
opinion to support the efforts of key
JMU administrators and state legislators
in getting the Virginia General
Assembly to recognize JMU as the
flagship state institution to celebrate
the U.S. Constitution's bicentennial
anniversary.
Martin said he proposed the bill in
order to show state legislators that the
entire JMU community maintains
unanimous support for such
Recognition.
The state assembly will vote on a
resolution this week that would give
JMU flagship recognition, Martin said.
SGA senators participated in a
phone-a-thon Wednesday morning to
lobby legislators who originally
opposed the resolution. Many of the
opponents favor joint recognition for
several state universities, including
JMU.
In other business, the SGA voted to
pass a bill allocating $800 to JMU
Panhellenic to attend the Norlh-East
Panhcllenic Conference.
The
■ I-B SGA
*j\jn also
wou passed
yctaos-u a bill
«/««• allocating
aiiumuiij

Grievance committee proposed
By Cathy Carey
staff writer

At Tuesday's meeting, the SGA did
not act on the bill of opinion
condemning business practices at the
Harrisonburg Holiday Inn, but it did
propose forming a committee to deal
with student complaints about local
businesses.
A bill of opinion that condemns the
hotel for acting "very unprofessional
in its business practices, ethics and
disrespectful to uSc students of Shorts
Hall" at the recent Shorts Hall semiformal remained tabled.
Shorts senator Michael Kinsley,
who introduced the bill last week,
said, "1 don!t feel I have enough
behind it yet" to take it off the table.
However, Kinsley and Cleveland
senator Maria Duncan introduced a
bill to create a grievance committee
under the Student Government
$579.20 to the MadisSn Men's Rugby
Club for uniform and equipment costs.
The finance committee amended the
original request of $659.
The following bills were proposed
and referred to the finance committee:
•Hoffman senator Jennifer Demko
proposed allocating $564.60 to the
JMU Women's Softball Club for travel
expenses, equipment costs, game
official fees and game entry fees.
• Greek senator Bob Houston
proposed allocating $400 to the Beta
Alpha Psi accounting fraternity to
attend
aiu;iiu a regional
ILJJIUIIUI convention.
Luiivuniiuii.

Association. The committee would
hear and act upon student complaints
in reference to local businesses.
"I
thought ' this [grievance
committee] was another way of
handling it," Kinsley said. "We're
gonna set up like a better "business
bureau on campus."
The bill was referred to the
legislative action committee.
Meanwhile,
Kinsley
is
investigating to see if other
organizations have had trouble in
dealing with the Holiday Inn. "I want
to do some more homework,
basically," he said.
When he brings the bill off the
table in the SGA again, Kinsley said
he will ask a Holiday N Inn
representative to attend that meeting.
Dennis Ed wards.generalmanagerof
the Holiday Inn, said the SGA has not
contacted him yet about sending a
resprcscntative to discuss the issue
when the bill is brought off the table.
•Gifford senator Eric Snow proposed
allocating $573.86 to the James
Madison Outing Club.
•Gough proposed allocating $675 to
the Phi Bcia Lambda business fraternity
to cover registration fees at a state
convention.
• Frederickson senator Tracy
Humphrey proposed allocating $850 to
the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. to
sponsor activities during the
organization's Founder's Week.
•Humphrey also proposed allocating
$912 to the Circle K Club to cover
rcgisuuuon
ices ai
registration fees
at aa convention.
convention.

Counselor says blacks get lower than average grades
Bv Heather Dawson
staff writer
Black students' grades arc lower than the overall
average of students at many colleges and universities,
including JMU, a counselor here said Tuesday night.
Delia Elliot of the Counseling and Student
Development Center spoke about the academic
problems facing black students in a program
sponsored by Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.
»
The fraternity decided to organize the program after
studies by the director of minority admissions showed
that on the average, blacks had lower grade point
averages than other students last semester.
Tuesday's program also featured a presentation on
black history. "To understand where you're going,
you must understand where you've been," Elliot said.
As recently as 1954, blacks were denied educational
opportunities. The "separate but equal doctrine" was
accepted, Elliot said, "because Southerners believed
lhat an industrial, not a liberal, education was best for
blacks."

Bul
lalcr aclions
But later
aclions aaided
the ffight
for belter
belter education.
education.
"dcd lhe
'6nt for
Tn
The
c Brown
Brown v.v. Topcka
Topcka Supreme
Supreme Court
Court decision
decision
represented-the "culmination of equal education
efforts," she said. The creation of the Student
Assistance Program in 1972 helped to increase black
enrollment dramatically.
Then, "the open door became a revolving door "as
the number of black dropouts increased, Elliot said.
Elliot listed the characteristics of a dropout,
including poor previous academic preparation, poor
educational and career goals, and a feeling of isolation
and alienation.
________________
Of the 29 percent of all blacks who entered college
in 1983, 12 percent graduated, she said. Also, only 10
percent of the doctorates awarded in 1983 went to
black students.
Today, black students seeking a higher education
arc facing new probloms. "The Reagan
administration's wipcouts of aid programs, the use of
selective admissions, and increased use of ACT and
SAT scores" arc contributing factors to the low black
enrollment many colleges and universities arc

ixperiencing, Elliot
Elliot said.
said.
jxperiencing,
Minority
Minority students
students atat JMU
JMU should
should take
take full
ful
advantage of the academic services offered by the
university, she advised.
The staff at the Counseling and Student
Development Center arc willing to help any student,
she said. Workshops in avoiding procrastination and
creating good study skills "arc being held constanUy,
and I urge you to attend these if you need help," she
said.
Carl Daniels, a committee chariman of Kappa
Alpha Psi, advised students to get to get to know an
'ippcrclassman in their major. Uppcrclassmcn, he
said, can provide the best information on the classes
and professors that an •'.-.dcrclassman might need.
"Got to know the curriculum of your major,"
Daniels said, "and form study groups with other
people in your classes."
Positive professor-student relations also are
important, Daniels said. "Get to class on time and
don't sit in the back," he said. "The professor will
notice these things."
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Why pay rent and lose
when you can buy and win?
Let your roommates help to pay for your college housing.
Positive cash flow
No closing costs or points
95% Financing
New four bedroom plan
Two full baths

=l

Name

Address
State

Quiet study environment
All kitchen appliances
5 minute walk to class
Central Air Conditioning
And Much More

.Zip

Phone.

L_

Bradley Properties
P.O. Box 8187
Roanoke, VA 24014

J

For more information about University Race call toll free in Virginia 1 Ann_oco *»o™
ext. 435. or out of Virginia 1-800-822-4433. ext. 435. or send in couonn
Come by our Sales Office between 1-5 p.m. or call 433.5052
/

'
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NEWSFILE

Students
win awards
for debating
The junior varsity debate team of
Kim Jacobs and Lucinda Sinclair won a
semi-final award at the regional Delta
Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
tournament held at Randolph Macon
College last weekend.
Jacobs and Sinclair compiled a 5-1
scord to qualify for the elimination
rounds. They went on to defeat a team
from the University of Virginia before
losing to a team from Auburn
University .
Jacobs received a third place speaker
award for her performance in the junior
varsity division. Rob Russell received a
tenth place speaker award for his
performance in the varsity division.
In a tournament held earlier this
semester at Old Dominion University,
the varsity team of David Folcy and
Angie Martin won a semi-finalist award
The team compiled a 5-1 record to
reach the semi-finals. They were beaten
in the finals by a team from
Washington and Lee University.
Foley also received the seventh^ place
speaker award for his individual
performance at the tournament, and

Martin won the second place speaker's
award for the junior varsity division.
Also in the ODU tournament Jacobs
and Sinclair received a quarter-finalist
award for compiling a 4-2 record. The
novice team of Kevin Johnson and
Susan Hurst also recived a
quarter-finalist award for their 4-2
record.
Kevin Johnson recived a ninth place
speaker's award for his performance in
the novice divison.

Faculty, staff here
publish writings
Numerous JMU faculty and staff
members recently have had works
published in various magazines and
books.
Dr. Peter Vcglahn, associate professor
of management, recently has had two
articles accepted for publication.
"Grievance Arbitration by Arbitration
Boards: A Survey of the Parties" will
appear in The Arbitrarian Journal.
Vcglahn also is in the process of
having an article titled "The Effect of
Collective Bargaining on Wage
Dispersion Between Municipal Police
Departments," which was coaulhored by
Daniel Gallagher of the University of
Iowa, published in The Jounal of
Collective Negotiations in the Public
Sector.

A PC CAN GO WITH YOU
(At a Special Price)
THE

TOSHIBA Tl 100 PLUS
Fully HIM compatible.
MOKD RAM. I'ast 8086 7 2Mb* Processor
2 huill-in 720KB 3.5" disk drives
Runs 8 hours on built-in mead battery
fM » 200 resolution. 80 x 25 lines. „
l'\tcrn;il Monitor Port
Serial. Parallel, Clock & Calendar
MS DOS 2 11 & Side Kick hy llorland
Available Option*;
Internal Hayes
es Compatible
l omnat
Modem
Internal 5.25-Disk l)n ve

or $56.87per month '

(Good 'til Mar. 15)

Ntm at a very special price for students, faculty and staff of JMU only.
Come see the T1100 Plus at our new satellite location at the Anderson
Brothers Bookstore. A Dynubytc representative is available even' Tfuirsdav.
iptilfi

M

Headquarter*

II
Computer Products ,82° Snu,h Main Sl

Charlottcsvillc. Va.

S04-?*i-75«r

Nursing student
honored in state
Senior Cindy Newman has been
selected as the Student Nurses'
Association of Virginia's "Student
Nurse of the Year."
Each year, the association chooses
one student in the state to receive the
title. The selection committee is made
up of registered nurse consultants from
the major nursing organizations in
Virginia.
Newman transferred to the JMU
College of Nursing from Radford
University in 1985.

She has been a member of the JMU
Chapicr of SNAV since she arrived, and
served as secretary lor the organization
during the 1985-86 academic year.

Program to stress
children's needs
JMU's College of Education and
Human Services will sponsor an
institute on education titled "Meeting
the Needs of Children, Families and
Schools" today.
The first of three sessions to be
heldover the course of the day titled
"Health of the School-Aged Child" will
begin at 9:25 a.m. in the Warren
Campus Center, room D. Dr. Kerry
Redican, a professor of health education
at Virginia Tech, will be the featured
speaker.
The second session will be held at
4:30 p.m. in Miller Hall, room 101.
Dr. Samuel Sava, president of the
National Association of Elementary
•School Principals, will present a
program titled "The Hurried Child."
Dr. Sandra Fox, director of the Good
Grief Program at Judge Baker Guidance
Center in Boston, will present the final
session at 7 p.m. in Chandler Hall,
Shenandoah Room. She will discuss a
program designed to help provide
support for children when a friend dies.

SUCCESS MAY BE
WAITING WHERE YOU
LEAST EXPECT.
In today's competitive world there is a greater than ever desire to succeed.
Often the drive and ambition are present in abundance, but the right opportunity is lacking Chances are top opportunity does exist, it's just a matter of
finding it.
Enter Wallace Computer Services. We are a leader in the vast multi-billion
dollar business forms and related supplies market with 25 years of consecutive record growth. We are a sales driven organization, where our sales
professionals work as consultants to creatively analyze clients' customized
needs. Sates is key to any organization, but at Wallace it is our lifeblood

List Price: $2,399.

JMU Price: $1,595

Dr. Mary Loc, professor of history,
has had a chapicr tilled "Gorky and
Nietzsche: The Quest for a Russian
Superhuman," published in Nietzsche
in Russia, which was edited by B.G.
Roscnlhal and published by Princeton
University Press.
Dr. Thomas Erwin, associate
coordinator of student assessment, has
had an article titled "Students'
Coniributions to Their College Costs
and Intellectual Development"
published in Research in Higher
Education.
Mark Warner, Constitution
bicentennial program director, has had
an article published in The Journal of
College and University Housing.

**

Harrisonburg. Va.

(in Anderson Bros.)

• 17% APfl app»»M cr»a.i M mo Pnc«« do not inciu<j» t*» and «• •ubpcl to ch«no» *t"ot/i "ot.c«

If you have excellent business and interpersonal strengths plus a college
degree, preferably in Business, success may be waiting tor you. Find out
more about our NYSE listed company, our guaranteed base salary plus
unlimited commissions, tuition reimbursement, profit sharing, employee
stock purchase, and our structured career development programs.

Please join us tor a company
presentation on Wednesday.
March 25th at 7:00 pm in the Warren Campus Center. Room C. We
will be interviewing on campus
Thursday. March 26th. See your
placement office to schedule an interview or lor further details. If you
are unable to meet with us on campus, please send your resume to:

WALLACE
COMPUTER SERVICES INC
fco

Jim Forbes
1117 North 19th Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209
(703) 247-4200
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You're all
set for
Spring Break
but how
about
your car?

; For one low price (for most cars, foreign
»or domestic), here's what we do:
J 1. We change your oil with Permzoil!
J 2. We install a new oil filter!
* 3. We lubricate the whole chassis!
! 4. We check and fill transmission fluid!
; 5. We check and fill differential fluid!
» 6. We check and fill brake fluid!
5 7. We check and fill power steering fluid!
BRING THIS COUPON TO ANY
; 8. We check and fill window washer fluid!
PARTICAPATING JIFFY LUBE
AND SAVE $2 ON THE
J 9. We check and fill battery fluid!
REGULAR PRICE FOR OUR
» 10. We check the air filter!
COMPLETE 14-POINT SERVICE. ,
J* . . ^ —m y^^,
LIMIT: ONE COUPON PER PERSON» "■ WB cneoi UW Wiper DU*K»:
Full service only
; 12.We inflate the tires to proper pressure!

$2

OFF

COMING NEXT WEDNESDAY - SG&L
THURSDAY - NEW POTATO CABOOSE
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
FOR TOUR PARENTS
Where wi you be IvJng next year? WHh Interest rates at Ihe lowest
level In years, NOW Is the time to bring,** project to your parents'
attention. FIRST TIME OFFERED FOR SALE.

MADISON GARDENS APARTMENTS

□

I

South Main Street

These tour buildings are extremely well built and have been designed
with the student"s needs In mind. Only 3 homes In each buldng and
only 1 home per landing. Completely tumlshed; washers, dryers,
curtains, couches, beds, desks. EVERYTHJNGI Each bedroom has Its
own exterior sun deck. FULLY leased tor the present years. The
property can be bought in whole or part.
Avg
Monthly
Rent

4 Buildings
2 Buildings
i Buiwipg

12 homes
6 homes
3 homes

13.We vacuum the interior!
14. We even wash your car!
1870 East Market St. Harrisonburg, VA
703-433-8599

GOOD THRU 3/21/87

JIFFY 66 & MARKET
PORT REPUBLIC ROAD
Must have valid driver's license for beer and wine.
Coors Reg. 12pk
$5.09
Old Mil. 6pk
$2.25
Old Mil. 12pk
$4.49
Old Mil. 24pk
$8.49
Goebel 6pk
$1.59
White Mtn. Cooler
Citrus 4pk
$1.79
Mickey Malt
$1.99
Rolling Rock 6pk
$1.59
Natural Light 6pk. cans
$1.99
Longnecks available
KEGS
Heineken

$45.00
Others available

Price

$750.00
$750.00
$750.00

$1JO20JOOO
$515J000

$260000

FOR BROCHURES
CALL ANDREW BONINTI
CALEB STOWE ASSOCIATES, LTD.
804-295^>161
UOODryden Lane
Charlottesvlle, VA 22901

B3

}

Milk 1 gal
$2.09
Cigarettes Reg. & 10oV."!^.V^".^.".^|7^79
Dr. Pepper cans 6pk
$1.59
Hot Dogs
/
2/$-95
Magazines, Papers, Chips, Party Needs

Good luck JMU Women's Basketball
The Phillips 66 across from Ho-Jo's
433-8559

—■i
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Maps for sale POLICEFILE
from chamber Two charged
Maps of Harrisonburg and
Rockingham County are available for
with DUI
purchase at the HarrisonburgRockingham Chamber of Commerce.
on campus
The map" of the area, which sells for
SI.75 including tax, offers an indexed
street map of the city on one side and a
county map in color on the reverse side.
The map was published by the
chamber in cooperation with the city of
Harrisonburg and the JMU cartography
program. *
The Chamber is located at 191 S.
Main St. in Harrisonburg.

Non-student Jeffrey W. Shifflcu, 26,
of Elkton, was arrested about 12:15
a.m. Saturday on Blueslonc Drive,
police said.

By Amy Porter

Campus police also reported the
following:

A student and a non-student were
arrested over the weekend and charged
with driving under the influence,
campus police said.
Student Linda A. Hall, 20, of Riner,
was arrested about 4:30 a.m. Sunday on
Duke's Drive West, police said.

Grand larceny
•A pair, of gray Rossignol skis with
hook bindings were reported stolen from
a car parked in P-lot between Feb. 17
and 18, police said. The skis were
valued at about $300 and damage to the
car was $100.

police reporter

YOU CAN EARN $3.60 per hour
AND A PAY BONUS
AT BUSCH GARDENS
PLUS
* Discounts on food and
merchandise
'Free admission to the Park for
employees
*$.25-.35 per hour bonus for
every hour worked
PART-TIME HOURS ARE AVAILABLE

SAVE A TRIP TO BUSCH GARDENS
AND APPLY NOW AT:
Virginia Employment Commission
2 East Wolfe Street • Harrisonburg, VA
434-2513

-BUSCH \

GARDENS

THEOLDC_mKnW.
WILLIAMSBURC VA
An Affirmative Action Equal
Opportunity Employer
Ml H

J

Drunk in public
• A student was charged judicially
about 1:30 p.m. Friday at the bank in
Warren Campus Center, police said. He
was reported after tellers and the
manager complained he was abusive
and obscene to them, police said.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is violated. It is
reviewed by university officials. Police
do not release the names of the
students charged judicially.

Vandalism
• A roof of a car parked in K-lot
reportedly was stomped on and crushed
between Saturday and Sunday, police
said. The damage of the hole in the roof
is estimated to be $500.
•The tires of four cars parked in X-lot
were reported to have been slashed
Saturday, police said.
Two 1978 Chevrolets each had four
tires slashed, police said. Damage was
estimated at $200 each.
Another 1978 Chevrolet had all four
tires slashed, police said. Damage was
estimated at $175.
A 1981 Chevrolet had two tires
slashed, with damage estimated at $80,
police said.
•A car parked in P-lot was reported
vandalized between 6:30 p.m. and
10:45 p.m. Saturday, police said. The
right rear door was smashed. Damages
totaled $400.
• A snowball was reported thrown
through a window pane in Wilson Hall's
breezeway Sunday, police said.
Damage totaled $10.
•A car parked in N-lot by the tunnel
to the Convocation Center was reported
vandalized between 1:30 p.m. Feb. 18
and 12:15 a.m. Feb. 19, police said. The
car was broken into through the vent
window and laundry detergent in the car
was emptied from the container on the
inside of the- car. Damages are
unknown.
• A juvenile was charged with
vandalism about 1:15 p.m. Saturday
after he repeatedly drove his car in
circles on JMU's soccer field, police
said.

Littering and destruction of
state property
• A student was charged judicially
about 3:15 a.m. Saturday for emptying
trash cans in front of Gifford and Logan
halls onto Madison Drive, police said.
He also damaged two light poles in front
of the dormitories, police said.

Harassment
• A harassing phone call was
reported in McGraw-Long about 7 p.m.
Feb. 17, police said. The call was traced
to a Gifford Hall room.

Petty larceny
• A bookbag was reported stolen
about 10:30 a.m. Feb. 18, police said.
The bookbag and its contents totaled
$80.

-3*-
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Monthly Maid
Service
Included in
Rent!

#JM^
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Each Unit Features
*
*
*
*
*

J
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VMVSX
The Ideal Site!!

Microwave & Range
* Mountain views
Frost free Refridgerator with Ice maker * Walk to class
Washer & Dryer
* 24 hour convenience stores
Dishwasher & Disposal
* Hotels and
Ceiling Fan
* The Convocation Center
'!

Save Your Parents $$
Stop by our model and find out how your parents can save
approximately $6,000 on your overall education cost.

Hurry
ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF UNITS LEFT FOR SALE
JMa
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Every 7c AVa'"able n*»
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NEWS

&

NOTES

VW to increase
base price 3.4%
Volkswagen of America will raise its base prices
an average 3.4 percent, or $376, on most models
on Monday.
The two-door Golf GL hatchback's base price
will go from $8,190 to $8,390; the Jetui two-door
Sedan from $9,290 to $9,590; the Scirccco sports
car from$ 10,680 to $11,110; the Cabriolet from
$13,250 to $13,750; and the Quantum GL sedan
from $14,985 to $15,510.
Volkswagen's newest sedan, the Fox, will start
at $5,690 for a two-door and S6.490 for a
four-door.

Trump nets $24 million
in stock resale to Bally
Developer Donald Trump withdrew his attempt
to take over Bally Manufacturing Corp., agreeing
to sell his stock holdings back to the company at a
profit of more than $24 million.
It was the second large stock profit for Trump in
just a few months. He sold his shares in Holiday
Corp., a hotel and casino company, fo; a $35
million profit.
In addition to the stock repurchase, Bally paid
Trump $6.2 million for legal costs.

Australian brewer bids
to purchase O'Keefe
Elders IXL Inc., an Australian brewer, said it
offered to acquire Canadian brewer Carling O'Keefe
Ltd. for $294.3 million and that Carling's

Stereos
Buyers should beware of name brands, listen for quality
By Brian Carter
business editor

To a college student, a stereo is as necessary as
textbooks and tutors. No dorm room is complete
without one.
Yet, with today's technological advancements and
diversified markets, many students find the stereo
market difficult to understand.
The stereo industry can be classified into two
segments. The first segment consists of large, brand
name companies such as Sony, JVC and Techniques.

Commentary
These companies cater to mass audiences, often
foregoing sound quality for gimmicks and flashing
lights. Many of these companies post annual
revenues of more than SI billion.
The second segment consists of smaller firms,
often owned and operated by engineers or audio
enthusiasm. The products arc priced comparably to
more popular brands, but offer superior sound. Some
of these companies arc Harmon-Kardon, Nakamichi,

and Boston Acoustics.
To purchase a stereo, one must understand the
basics of audio reproduction. An understanding of the
market and a good listening car are also important in
the quest for the ultimate sound system.
The first step in purchasing a stereo is deciding
what components to buy. An amplifier and speakers
are necessities in all systems. Purchasing a compact
disc player is also wise since CDs are rapidly
becoming the premier sound reproduction method.
Many people opt for a tape deck to reproduce their
favorite albums for car use. Turntables are still
around, but the only reason one should be purchased
instead of a CD player is if the buyer has built a large
album collection.
Several excellent publications are available to help
a consumer examine the different products. The best
reports come from magazines which do not accept ads
from stereo manufacturers.
Audiophilc Magazine, Absolute Sound, and
Consumer Reports all produce accurate, unbiased

Nursing shortage creates
job market for JMU grads
By Kyra Scarton

The REGISTERED NURSE

controlling stockholders accepted the proposal.
Rothmans International PLC, which owns 50.1
percent of Carling's stock, agreed to tender its
stock to Elders at $13.50 a share.

Wall Street
Dow posts small gain
amid heavy trading
The Dow Jones Industrial Average gained only
2.96 points Wednesday after being up more than
14 points earlier that day.
The Dow closed at 2226.24 as advancing issues
outnumbering declines by about 4 to 3. Trading
was moderate to heavy at 184.14 million shares.

Jam$on report
(JMU investment club)
J«m$on Prlcas

Prices

7.91
Thurs

A PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE FROM THE
SNA
Save the Nurses Association
Frl

Mon

Tu«8

See STEREOS page 13 >•

W«d

editor

Senior Cindy Newman went back to
her high school during Christmas
vacation.
Like many of her 32 classmates, she
was looking for future nursing students.
For Newman, job prospects are
excellent as recruiters offer greater
salaries and better work benefits than
for new undergraduate nurses of the
past.
Across the country, nursing schools
are looking for qualified students to
crack a shortage of nurses. Most
sources say women are breaking from
the traditional jobs as career
opportunies open. People also are
seeking to move away from night and
weekend jobs.
"That bothers me because the kind of
care and work we're taught to give, we
probably won't have time to do it,"
Newman said. "You're never able lo
exactly give all the care you want to
give."
In Virginia, while total enrollment in
nursing programs is down, the concern
is more with a drop in admissions, said
Nancy Durrett, a nurse consultant with
the State Board of Nursing.

— from staff and wire reports
Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE
,b««t»i

See NURSING page 13 >•
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This spring,
make a break tor it
r

\

>JP ...
HHH HHHH

$4Q50
Each way based on
round-trip purchase.

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound'
to the beach, the mountains or your hometown. For as low as $49.50 one way, you
and your friends will have a great time when
you go Greyhound.

f4GO GREYHOUND

E^And leave the driving to us!
Greyhound - 774 E. Market - 434 - 8052
Mux present a valid collate srudeni 1 D card upon purchase. No other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransfcrable and iml fr» IT»I ™ *» •
carrwvCctain restneoons apply.
s^'ortravei on tneyhound lone., toe., and other paroopauraj
Fart is one any hand on round-trip purchaae and it valid for destinations up lo 600 miles from point oforapn. Offer effective 2/1/87 throuth S \ 87 rw
Greyhound also offers an unlimited -mileage fare for $59 baaed on round trip purchaae; restrictions apply © WaTGrevrm Lit* 'un"B'- Not "■I*' ■ Canada.
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Innovation center aids new businesses
By Greg McCormick
staff writer

The Rockingham Innovation Center, Inc., which
opened more than a year ago to give new businesses a
hand, might finally be getting what it needs —
business.
After a slow start, the non-profit organization that
provides new businesses with advice has earmarked
two area businesses for inclusion in the "incubator
center."
As a home for new ventures, the center monitors
progress until the business can move out on its own.
Center director Karl Bowman solved the problem of
identifying potential customers by conducting a
business seminar through the JMU College of
Business. The course, taught by Dr. Dan Spitzer,
associate professor of marketing, focused on the
establishment of a business plan.
"The ide? of a seminar which would provide
information to people on how to plan their business
would also identify people who would be clients for
the incubator," Bowman said, "so that was just my
way of casting the net."
A business plan helps a company set goals for its
future and check its progress against those goals. The
seminar addressed the essential parts of that plan.
"[It's not] just some academic necessity," Bowman
said, "but a real-life practical requirement so that they
don't just crash and burn and spend a lot of money in
the process."

"[It's not] just some academic necessity,"
Bowman said, "but a real-life practical requirement
so that they don't just crash and bum and spend a
lot of money in the process."
Of the two companies under consideration
[Bowman could not release names] by RICI now,
one is an information management firm that needs,

" If you've got a better golf
club, that's fine... If
you've got an improved
buggy wheel for a Mennonite carriage, come on
down."
. — Karl Bowman
in Bowman's words, "to bring [the organization]
out of the 18lh century and into the 21st"
The second company has existed for years as a
manufacturer of light aircraft equipment, but
recently began developing medical equipment.
Faced with many new questions, it has turned to
the center for help. The company and its needs
were brought to the center's attention by a member
of RICI's board of directors.
The concept of the incubator center came from

England more than a decade ago and Bowman
estimates that 200 or more dot the landscape
nationally in various operations.
The relatively new idea attracts businesses
because it allows them to operate out of a less
expensive location while learning to stand on their
own. The local center is located in the old Lucy
Simms School at 620 Simms St.
Businesses stand a much better chance of success
when they use such centers because they avoid the
high initial cost of starting out. RICI also helps
the businesses by monitoring their progress
towards meeting their goals.
"The combination of low overhead and a
consulting environment is a thing that has
demonstrated that we arc able to increase the
chances of survivorship for business 100 percent,"
Bowman said.
He also stressed the fact that an idea need not be
one of high-tech wizardry to stand a competitive
chance.
"If you've got a better golf club, that's fine too,"
he said. "If you've got an improved buggy wheel
for a Mennonite carriage, come on down."
Whether or not Bowman's concept of nurturing
business is successful, the most important factor is
that he's giving businesses a chance to succeed.
"We can talk analogies all day long," Bowman
said, "[but] we are providing an environment that
encourages business growth and survival."

GO FROM COLLEGE TO THE ARMY
WITHOUT MISSING A BEAT.
The hardest thing about breaking into professional
music is—well, breaking into professional
music. So if you Ye
looking for an opportunity to turn your
musical talent into
a full-time performing career, take a
good look at the
Army.
It's not
all parades
and John Philip
Sousa. Army
bands rock,
waltz and boogie
as well as march,
and they perform
before concert audiences as well
as spectators.
With an average

of 40 performances a month, there s
also the opportunity for travel—
not only across America, but possibly
abroad.
Most important, you can
expect a first-rate professional environment
from your instructors,
facilities and fellow
musicians. The Army
has educational
programs that
can help you
pay for offduty instruction, and if
you qualify, even
elp you
repay
your
federally-insured
student loans.
If you can sight-

o/

read music, performing in the Army
could be your big break. Write:
Chief, Army Bands Office, Fort
Benjamin Harrison, IN 46216-5005.
Or call toll free 1-800- US A- ARMY.

ARMY BAND.
BE ALLYOU CAN

J
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USER FRIENDLY
When you need copies
quickly and hassle-free, see
us at Kinko's. Our selfservice copiers are very easy
to use and give you the great
quality, inexpensive copies
you expect.

kinkos
Great copies. Great people.

PREGNANT?
Free Confidential Help
Free Pregnancy Test

IIRTHRIGHT
434-0003

1010 South Main St.
Harrlsonburg, Va. 22801

433 - 9287

Jeffs
Cycles

R & S
Records
Charles St

^mp Cassettes,
Rt.11 North
N. Main St.

Downtown
Harrisonburg

2.5 mi

8-Tracks.
LP's and 45's
also
Posters
Pins
HOURS
T-shirts
Thurs-10-5
Novelties
Fri10-9
Sat- 10-5
196 Charles St.
discount
434-7676

S. Main St.
JM's
Bring this ad and get $1.00
on purchase oyer__$6:00_^_<^j^M^

WS/TA

It's tough getting an education
In Italy 15 JMU students taking an art course worked
on the painter Botticelli.
They had to work in an old building,
built in 1580 by the architect Vasari for the Medicis.
Without slides, they had to study the artisifs "PrimaveraM
and his "Birth of Venus" in the original oil paint
In France 20 JMU students taking a history course
worked on the causes of the French Revolution.
Some of them got a little lost in the AV material,
perhaps because it's the largest palace in Europe.
Class discussion went on as scheduled
in the formal gardens of Louis XIV.

Give your Car a Break before
Spring Break at

chevron
w

Arbogast City Chevron
219 E. Market St.
Prompt, Efficient, Courteous Service
on all your automotive needs
Harold Arbogast
owner

433-0843

In England 25 JMU students taking a theatre course
worked on Shakespeare's Merry Wives of Windsor.
Their audiovisual material included 30 of England's
best actors, an award winning set, and
a 100 million dollar theatre.
Later on, class discussion was interrupted
when the pub closed.

If you haven't already applied,
Attend
JMU Studies Abroad Night
Monday March 2 at 5 p.m. in Miller 101
Florence, Paris, London
and now
Salamanca
All programs open to all JMU student with
a GPA of 2.6 or higher.
(No language background required)
Applications and information available from
Studies Abroad, 106 Hillcrest, ext.6419.
t

Deadline for applications is March 17

**

->

V American Heart Association
■ WEPE FIGHTING FOR MDUR LIFE

■ ■

—
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Stereos
> (Continued from page 9)

reports on stereo equipment. These
publications can usually be purchased at
quality retail stores.
Some of the more popular
publications, such as Stereo Review,
are good sources of information but
might be biased towards their
advertisers' products.
Once educated about stereos, it is
time to venture into the retail market.
Since the stereo market in Harrisonburg
is limited, it would be wise to make a
purchase in a larger area, such as
northern Virginia or Richmond.
When buying a stereo, one needs to
look out for fast-talking salespeople.

They will use a variety of pilches to
coax the customer into the most
profitable sale for the store, regardless
of the customer's needs.
use ovcrinflatcd prices to make a "super
sale" seem attractive. Many brand name
products double their retail price so
retailers can offer "half off sales.
Beware of the various packaging
techniques used to promote a product.
Many salespeople will tell customers a
"complete system" will work better
than buying individual components.
These systems usually involve the
"super sale" discussed earlier and

perform worse than hand-picked
components of comparable price.
The best resource any stereo shopper
can use is his own cars. The consumer
who takes the most time in making a
purchase and docs the most listening.
tests should get the best deal.

the same volume. Listen for the quality
of the reproduction through the
speakers, not just the quantity.
The last thing to do before buying a
stereo is to check out the retailer. Some
retailers will try to pawn used,
repackaged components to customers
Listen for the overall sound quality as who think they are buying new
well as individual highs and lows. A equipment, while others might not
good sound system should be able to stand behind their warranties.
If a problem ever develops with the
reproduce a recording with little
quality of the retailer, simply threaten
deviation.
to contact the Better Business Bureau.
Bigger is not always better in a sound Most shady retailers already have a
system.' Some speakers will sound record with the bureau and are anxious
louder than others even though they are to avoid any more confrontations.
being driven by the same amplifier at
Good luck. Happy shopping.

Nursing
>■ (Continued from page 9)

Although enrollment fell from 5,445 in 1984-85,
the next year's figure was 4,815. Admissions dropped
from 2,601 in 1984-85 to 2,268 last year.
"It's down," she said. "It's down considerably."
Virginia has 35 programs leading to licensing
registered nurses. Nine schools offer baccaulareate
degrees, 16 offer associate degree and 10 hospitals
operate programs. Two of the hospital programs are
scheduled to close.
But at JMU, the College of Nursing, with its
two-year program for upperclassmen, is holding its
own against the shortage.
Dr. Marcia Dake, dean of the JMU college, said the
shortage has "almost not quite" hit the university.
The college already has admitted 37 students for fall
1987 and expects a couple not to accept the offer.
JMU has enrolled about 35 students — the maximum
number it is staffed to teach — each of the seven
years it has been operating.
The university regularly places all of its nursing
graduates in nursing jobs or graduate schools. But
about two years ago, "there was a sense that we didn't
need as many nurses," she said.
Then, hospitals were not seeking new nurses
because recent graduates were not ready to handle the
acuteness of illness, Dake said. The phase lasted six
months, she said.
"Even in that year, our graduates did not have a
problem getting a job," Dake said. And now, about
two-thirds of the JMU nursing graduates are getting
their first job choices, with the difficulties being in
which departments the students want. Students might
be hired by the hospital they choose but they might
not get the department they want. "They're getting

almost what they want," she said.
Today's nurses gain from the shortage. Work
benefits and salaries are improving.
"That's going to happen," said' Dake, who added
that one Northern Virginia hospital is offering
524,000 as starting pay.
Part of the reason for JMU's success with nursing
comes from the constant changes in major of students
in their first semesters here, she said.
"We would probably not have a full class in 1988
if we didn't have the in and out," Dake said.

"There are not as many
students in the university
classified as pre-nursing
as we wish there were."
— Dr. Marcia Dake
Although the number has fluctuated during the eight
years Dake has been here, the university has at the
least 50 pre-nursing majors, she said.
"There are not as many students in the university
classified as pre-nursing as we wish there were," Dake
said.
Another national worry, declining scores on the
Scholastic Achievement Tests, does not cotccrn
Dake. "Nationally, the implication is that that is the
case," she said. "That is not the problem with us/1
About two-thirds of the nursing students have test

scores well over 1,000, she said. While the nursing
program selects many who score in the 1,200 to
1,250 range on the SAT, the program also usually
enrolls a few students with scores in the 850 to 900
range.
"What we have found at that level of SAT is that it
is of a test-taking problem with that skill," Dake
said. Many of those students are sent to work with
the on-campus teaching labs to improve test-taking
skills. Many of those same students also do better on
the stale licensing examination for nurses, she said.
But SAT scores aren't the final lines for admission.
"We don't run that way — you can't at this level,"
Dake said. "At this point you have to be careful what
'qualitative' is."
For years, the university's .nursing program saw a
steep increase in the number of applications. Now,
while many schools are struggling to find qualified
candidates, the JMU college is fighting rumors of
being too hard for students to get accepted here.
"The fact that develops among students is that we
admit such a limited number," Dake said. Both the
number of applications and the requirements for
acceptance to the program have been exaggerated.
Students have come by the nursing office to ask if
a 3.3 or 3.4 quality point average is good enough,
she said. The school requires a minimum 2.5 GPA
along with strong work in past classes.
Senior Ann Lafuze, president of the nursing honor
society, said the career has become more professional
as more students graduating with bachelor of science
degrees outnumber licensed practical nursing degrees.
Recruiters are looking for qualified nurses, preferably
wjih bachelor's degrees, she said.
"Opportunity is there," she said. "If you want it,
you've got it — maybe with some negotiating."

Do you want to write
for

The Wall Street Journal?
]

We might not be the same, but try The Breeze.
Give Brian Carter, business editor, a call at x6729.
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Take
the
plunge
summer.
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Sign up for Army ROTC Basic
Camp. You'll get six weeks of
challenges thai can build up your
leadership skills as weH as your
body. You'll also get almost $700.
But hurry. This summer may be
your chance to graduate from
college with a degree and an officer's
commission. Be all you can be.
See your Professor of Military
Science for details.

\\

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS'TRAINING CORPS

CONTACT: Major Saari 568-6264
OFFICE: Stadium F203-

■■Nft.
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Berke Breathed YABBER

Dorsey

I TOLD YOU WE WERE SUPPOSED TO TIE HIS HANDS.

THE FAR SIDE

Gary Larson
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"Zelda! Cool it!... The Rothenbergs
hoar the can opener!"

"Have you noticed that? ... You get stuck
swinging behind some guy who's just
lollygagglng along, and sure enough he'll
be wearln' a hat on the back of his head."
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"Horse!... Is there a man called 'Horse' In here?"
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CLASSIFI
FOR RENT
For Sublet, Female - Own room in a spacious
house with 5 other girls. Close to campus.
Furnished. Available March 9th. Rent
negotiable. Desperate! Contact Becca
Isaac, 433-5927.
Need Female To Share University Place •
apartment. Furnished, private room. W/D,
microwave, $l50/mo., available immediately!
Call 433-5943.
Room For Rent - Forest Hill townhouse,
male student, 4 month lease, negotiable.
$150. Call John, 896-7600 or Tom,
434-2750.
Female Roommate Needed to share 3 BR
Squire Hilt townhouse. Leave message for
Cynthia, 433-9744.
2 BRs In Furnished House - 3 blocks from
campus. May & summer session, $100/mo.
Call Heather or Barrie, 433-1606.
Almost on Campus -1 BR apartments on
Dutchmill Court (behind Hardees). Water,
trash pick up, lawn mowing & appliances
provided. Carpeted Almost new. No pets.
Lease/deposit $255. 434-2100.
Forest Hills Townhouses - For next year's
leases. Can John, 896-7600
FOR

SALE

3 BR, Tri-Level Townhouse - 825 Village
Lane, dose to bus line & JMU. Kitchen
appliances, W/D included. Call Susan,
434-5115 after 5 pm.
OBn Skis, 160 cm, Solomon bindings. Best
offer. Call 434-4258.
Raichle Ski Boots - 61/2 M. good condition,
$35. Mary Beth, 434-8707
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext.
5090.
Ford LTD 1971 - Great condition. Must sell.
Contact Alex, 434-7283 or 433-0460.
1982 Ford EXP • Gets 30 mpg, runs
excellent. Light blue, 2 dr/HB, 4-speed,
AM/FM, ps/pb. 70K. Asking $1750,
negotiable. 434-8976, Annette.
HfcLP

WANTED

Experienced Bartender/Walter/Waitress
Needed - Full time 4 part time positions.
Apply at manager's office, Spotswood
Country Club.
Summer Job Interviews - Average earnings
$3400. Gain valuable experience in
advertising, sales, and public relations
selling yellow page advertising for the JMU
Campus Telephone Directory. Opportunity
to travel nationwide. Complete training
program in North Carolina (expenses paid).
Looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented
students for challenging, well-paying
summer job. Sign up- for interviews with
University Directories at Career Planning
& Placement by March 18.

Summer Employment In Northern Virginia Wolf Trap Ticket Services. Retail/
Customer Service experience helpful. Call
(703) 255-1868 for interview or send
resume to Ticket Services, 1624 Trap Rd.,
Vienna, VA 22180.
Help Wanted For The Summer Lifeguards, coaches, pool managers,
supervisors to work at Richmond area
pools. Call or write to apply or be
interviewed over spring break. Atlantic
Swimming Pool Service, Inc., P.O. Box
34848, Richmond, VA 23234, (804)
323-3001.
Needed - 3 ball chasers for JMU baseball
games. $6 single game, $10 DH. Call Coach
Babcock at x6467 or x6697.
Summer Camp Staft - Administrative,
nursing, counseling, food service positions
available. Competitive salaries. Call/write:
Girl Scout Council of the Nation's Capital,
2233 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington, DC
20007, (202) 337-4300. EOE-M/F.

LOST & FOUND
Lost Jean Jacket - 2/12 in D-Hall. If won't
return jacket, please return ring in pocket.
P.O. 2588, Alison. x4853.
Found Keys - Near railroad tracks. Identify
by specific item on key chain. Call Kevin,
x5491.
Found Blue Sweatshirt at Monday night
aerobics. Call Amanda, x4711.
SERVICES
Professional
433-8015.

Typing - Call Kathy.

Typing Service - 23 years experience,
$1 .S07page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning
salon with the best systems available 4 6
years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.,
434-1812.
The Country Place is 42 mites north. Enjoy
2 BR cabin or 5 BR lodge with waterbed,
fireplaces, mountain views. $65 up. For
brochure, reservations call 1-743-4007
evenings or Gail Price, Communications
Dept.
Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2 Research, 11322 Idaho,
#1206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll Free
Hot Line: 800-351-0222. Ext. 33.
VISA/MC or COO.
Guaranteed Toxin-Free Urine - Many
over-the-counter drugs may cause you to
fail a drug test. Interviews are coming.
Don't take the risk. Protect your
employment. 2 oz. sealed, tested sample
only $25.00. Send check, money order, or
inquiries to: R.C.S. Supply Lab, PO Box
1531, Harrisonburg, VA
22801.
Completely confidential.
Blue Ridge Dive & Craft Shop - Scuba &
snorkeling, sales, repairs, beads, jewelry
hardware sales. Only hours 7.30-9 pm,
Fridays. 896 N. Liberty St., 433-6153.

Easy Tan Now Open - Tan & relax with our
latest Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds.
32 Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli.
434-0808. Call for appointment, MondayFriday, 8-9, Saturday, 8-4.
Quality Batteries at wholesale prices. Call
Battery Supply, Inc., 434-5155.

WANTED
Our Flight Leaves Friday (6th) afternoon
for Vermont. The slopes are calling us!
Please take 2 of us to Dulles International.
$ of course & not much baggage. Call
Krista, X4515 or Amanda, x4711.

PERSONALS
Anonymous Group of 7 - Sorry folks, no
unsigned letters can be printed. Give us a
call; well talk about it. Charles Lundy
Feather & Jill - Happy birthday this
weekend. Party hard & get ready for South
Padre, in South
Taylor - Thanks for a great start. Your
Little Brother Teddy.
Diamond Dukes - Good luck this season.
We're vikings! Love, Them.
Spring Break Daytona - Only 8 days left!
$199 complete - hurry! Contact Chris or
Christian soon at x7549.
Have <J>B A Steam Clean Your Rugt Only
$5. Todd, x4568.
Learn To Scuba Dive I Next class starts
March 17. Call Kathy's Scuba for details.
433-3337.
Kathleen Barbee - It's finally here...your
name in print! Miffled about Genesis? Don't
ever lose your sense of humor! Tracey
Jeff Johnson - Why dkJ you change clothes
with that girl in D-Hall? You looked pretty
cute, no, very hot in a tight little skirt! Sexy
tegs!
Doreen (Judy) - Hey babe, it is babe isn't
it? We were psyched to see your awesome
performance in "Chorus Line'! Happy 20th
b-day. We love you! The Babes In Suite
A203.
IK - Get psyched for men's night at
our house! ZTA

During The Week of Feb. 23rd, the
University Program Board will be sending a
Programming Interest Survey to commuter
students through campus mail. flow's your
time to give suggestions & assist UPB in
planning programs that you want!
Spin The Hot Waxt Be a DJ! Win fabulous
prizes!
AERho/Department
of
Communication Sponsor Night tomorrow at
Players. Enter DJ contest 4 win big!
The Way We Were
Thursday, 7 » 9:30, G/S
Delta Gamma Pledges - Who's your Big
Sis? Find out Tuesday!
in - Here's to a great Founder's Day!
Love. The Little Sisters.
Monthly Maid Service is included in your
rent at Hunters Ridge. Call 434-5150!
Scott Engle - You made it! Only 2 more
days! See, I told you! Good luck Saturday.
Thinking of you. Pam.
Lisa Babe - I'm looking forward to April.
Your Music Man, J. Bon Jovi.
Isn't Anyone Going to New York For Spring
Break? We need a ride to Binghampton or
vicinity or New York City or Lancaster. Pa.
Call Judy or Kelly, 433-2537.
UPB Bahama's Trip Slot For Sale "Contact Karen at x4154.
Heather Webb - Have a great weekend Big
Sis! Love, Jen.
JMU Beach Towels!
JMU Beach Towels! Limited supply
available! JMU beach towels! Call Kim,
x4076, or Eagle 201. HI deliver.
John - Good luck Friday. You! be great!
Poop
Go With The "Flo", "Butt Our Budds, Set
Up to Sidney Rebound, Julie -Harry-Em"
Hams, Missy's Missals, Witman's "Swish" All you Dukes, to the hoop, go for it!
Quality Batteries at wholesale prices. Call
Battery Supply, Inc., 434-5155.

Congratulations Ar Stacy Parker - You're
doing a great job in A Chorus Line. We love
you, Delta Gamma!

Greeks - The snowball battle was awesome.
Greeks will rule! 4>M

Happy 22nd Birthday to Greg Rowtest

Alpha Phi Omega - Mon., March 2 in WCC
Rm. A at 8 pm. Where service counts.

IN Brother/Pledge Auction ,
Tonight (Thursday), 9 pm
At McGraw Long
Lisa - Happy 20th! Hope it's a good one
Love, Tammy.
Brad Phillips - Happy birthday! You're a
great friend! Thanks! Love ya, Krista.

This Weekend At Players
Friday - Communications Sponsor Night
with AERho. Don't miss the DJ contest.
Saturday - WJMR Sponsor Night.
Alternative dance party.
Come Out to Players
An American Pub & Del
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Metro Rocked The Convo - Way to go!
Sponsor Night - AERho/Department o«
Communication, tomorrow evening at
Players. Enter D.J. contest & win big!
AT Spring Break Raffle - For only 50e,
win the ultimate in beach accessories. Find a

Ar
A Fret Introductory Scuba Lesson - March
5, 7:15. Call Kathy's Scuba for more
details, 433-3337.
Pat A. - Did you get my message? I'm really
not that aggressive, honest. How 'bout
lunch? Carla
Summer Job Interviews - Average earnings
$3400. Gain valuable experience in
advertising, sales, and public relations
selling yellow page advertising for the JMU
Campus Telephone Directory. Opportunity
to travel nationwide. Complete training
program in North Carolina (expenses paid).
Looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented
students for challenging, well-paying
summer job. Sign up for interviews with
University Directories at Career Planning
& Placement by March 18.
Hunters Ridge • The ultimate place to live!
Clean Up Your Actl - Call <DBA Steam
Cleaning Service! x4568.
Daytona Beach '87 - Lots went with our
tour last year & lots are already going again
this year. Only $199. Contact Chris or
Christian at x/549.

Cynthia Jane - Mortification. This personal
is a little too late for your birthday. I hope
you celebrated with kin. Laura

Come ft Join over 400 of your college
friends that will be living at Hunters Ridge
next year!

Tri-Slgma wishes happy birthday to Jill &
Heather!

Locals Only! March 16th. Godwin, for
BBBB, 9 pm.

C'Mon - Sun, fun, Daytona! Only $199
complete. Chris/Christian, x7549.

ZTA & ZK - Ready to party?! Tonight's
the night! IK

To Whoever Took The Black Coat with
black gloves Saturday night at IN. Please

Congratulations To AKA's New Little
Sisters - Margaret, Jimi, Kim, C-line, Eve,
Sandy P., Barb, Suzanne, Sandy K. AKA
Brothers.

return, no questions asked. Leave on coat
hook outside Duke A209, or contact Lisa,
P.O. 5875. Would be greatly appreciated.
Sherry - How's your "closet creep"?
Congrats to Jamie on her new valley girl
status. Marcia - happy belated! From The
Dainty-Footed One.
Katie - Don't get a p—! You cant improve
perfection. P.S.

Steam Cleaning by <I>B A (weekends only).
Just $5! Call X4568.
Kris S. - Bon Jovi forever! Love, Your
Secret AX Sis.
Alex - Thanks for a great Friday night. I'd
like to keep on dancing. Maria

Creature From The Black Logoon
Free 3-D Glasses
Midnight Friday In G/S
Bananarama Strikes Again with a
pre-spring break party. Don your
vacationing apparel & come to Huffman
Saturday night!
Nobody Can Please Like a Pisces! Happy
March 1st birthday to Donna & Melan.
Last Chance - 8 days until Daytona! Do it in
style, transportation, oceanfront & only
$199. Christian, x7549.
MA, Ann, Arlene - 8 more days 'till Florida!
Love, Beth.

o> o> CO

An advertisement in

The Breeze

reaches 12,000 students, faculty and
staff. To place your ad, call 568-6596.

Hey! It's Sat., Feb. 28 at the Campus Club.
9 pm. White Bread (With Butter Added).
Come see'em.
Offer Your Suggestions for our programs.
Now's your chance! In a residence hall near
you. March 3.5-9 pm.
Dear Wetbutt - Have a great birthday.
Love you, A.J.-K.Q.

in Founders Day 1987 - Have a blast.
Love, The Little Sisters.

Delta Gamma - Get psyched for formal this
weekend in Roanoke!

Comm Majors) AERho/Department of
Communication Sponsor Night tomorrow at
Players. D.J. contest!

Terry D. - You're the best buddy.
Computer Nerd

IK - Can't wait for men's night tonight!
ZTA
BackToSchool
Friday ft Saturday, 7 ft 9:30, G/S
Devon "Bird Legs" Drennan - The legs need
more work baby!
Krista Kendra - Have a wonderful day!
Love, Your AXii Secret Sis!
Doug Mock - Someone loves your body.
Watch out Saturday night!
Stewart -1 am happy you transferred from
B.U.!
Janice - Have a great birthday & get lots
of R & R. Man, you need it bad! Your
Roommate.

students
in the dark
about YOUR
business?

Help! We're in desperate need of a ride to
Key West! Please call Kim (x5308) or
Shelly (x4644). We don't need to ride
together, but would prefer to.

Beach Bums - Going somewhere warm for
spring break? Then you'll need the official
James Madison Beach Club T-shirt. Get
yours today, just ask any Sigma Nu Brother.
A-team wallyball BEWARE of Homeshare,
your reputation and Mike's sobriety is at
stake.

Ski Fast, Lose Your Pass - Happy birthday,
ultimate male, to you & your mighty pythons.
Love, Your Favorite Stoner Buddy.
First Floor Trl-Sigmas - You all were a
blast this weekend! What a circus! Chinese
food, pictionary, visitors, peanut butter &
crackers, the ultimate cure for a hangover,
huh? Hey Rockin, we're an awesome team,
watch out Beth, we're going to practice! 22
hours & still having fun!
Reggae Tunes - At the Campus Club, fit,
Feb. 27. Free...free... free... free... free...
free... free... free... free... free...
<
Someday...take your time, I'd wait.
To My in Big Sister - Thanks for the
awesome cookie and Krispi bars. I enjoyed
each bile. Love, Runt.
A big thanks to all who helped with the
event from hell Tuesday night - Catering
Rules!David Saacke - Sorry about forgetting you
Monday. I hope someone lets you get some
sleep. Let me know where the halfway point
is and bring that particular friend for me.
Love & Kisses, Patrick.
MB - The sound of a tuba is louder than
that of a horn! You would want to be quiet.

Miss Curious -1 am willing and waiting, just
let me know when and where. Jim

Laura G. - Got ya back, loser! Cyn

Patrick - OK. You can go home now. Thanks
for the help, you're awesome Kyra

Grateful Dead tickets still needed. If you
have extras or know anyone who does, please
call Mike at X5353.

Kelley - Sorry about the misprint, this
should correct it. Smokey.
Alice K. - Tell your roomie that I said
381-281, she will understand who its from.

Krlsty -1 hope Adam sells out, Florida is
looking pretty good. P.
Mark - What do 18 and 25 have 'm common?
Hint: Ask your kindergarten teacher.

Blnger - Just thought I tell you that you are
my best little sister. So could you stay that
way and behave for once? Your Big Bro.

Nancy - You are very SPECIAL to me, you
are not a b.... at all, sweetie. Steve "BRO'

WANTED - A job before graduation, or
even just a job anytime. Signed: AB Seniors.

Ai-co-hoi n. - a colorless, volatile, pungent
liquid: it can be burned as a fuel and is the
intoxicating element in fermented liquors.
2) any such intoxicating liquor. AA

Bob - Leave me alone. You are not lunny
anymore, he is better than you so forget it.
Ann-Marie

Patrick W. -1 miss you lots, but I am in very
good hands, hope you return soon. P.B
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AR TS
Nights under 'A Different Moon'

Show examines slice of Southern life
By Pam Wiley
features editor
Junior Randy Parker had to learn to
smoke, and senior Lisa Nygaard had to
learn to cry every night.
They weren't trying to make
themselves miserable — they wanted
- to do it.
Parker and Nygaard are members of
the cast of "A Different Moon," which
opens tonight in the Experimental
Theatre.
"The main goal I had for this show
was to make it very natural and
realistic," director Katie Mahaffcy says.
The play, written by Ara Watson, is
"like a slice out of these people's life
and their reactions to things that happen
to them during wartime," Mahaffcy
says.
"A Different Moon" is set in a small
town in Arkansas in 195! in the home
of Ruth Biars and her two children,
Jean and Tyler.
Wearing clothing from the early
1950s and jitterbugging on the front
porch are one thing, but to help create
the realism Mahaffey was looking for,
Parker, a member of the swim team and
a* non-smoker, had to begin learning
how to smoke cigarettes.
"I really cant stand it. It's kind of
ironic because it's a huge pet peeve of
mine ... It took me a long time to
learn to do it."
Nygarrd says one of the most
exhausting parts of her role is crying
hysterically.
"I don't know ... I go home every
night, and I ususally cry when I get
home. I get really worked up, because I
can't just do it. I have to feel it."
Tyler, 25, played by Parker, has
joined the Army and is scheduled to be

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Jean, played by Kelly Glass, and Tyler, played by Randy Parker
share an impromptu dance in
•A Diflerent Moon." The show opens^onight in the Experimental
Theatre.
Biars home looking for Tyler. She is only sit back and wail to sec what wifl
Despite her imagination, Sarah docs
34 and from a poor family in rural happen.
begin
to realize that she has been
Georgia. She also is pregnant with
Jean "adopts" Sarah, making ditched, Nygaard says.
Tyler's child.
After a very awkward reunion and a maternity clothes for her and planning
She kind of knows deep down inside
half-hearted promise of marriage, Tyler to give her a home perm. Sarah reads that he's not coming back .. . She just
sneaks out of town the next morning, comic books and waits to hear from isn't sure what she's going to do, and
Tyler, and,Ruth begins to suggest back then you were really expected to
Sarah get in touch with her own get married."
family.
Junior Kim Russell, who plays Ruth,
Parker says his character is in many
says although her character allows
ways still a kid — "a real good-nalurcd
person, and in a lot of ways he's really Sarah to live in her house for three
months, she docs not want her for a
innocent."
Tyler's reaction to the news that he is daughter-in-law, and she is not angry at
a father is one of a child in trouble Tyler for skipping town.
"He's gotten himself into a big jam
"She rationalizes in her head that it's
where he really doesn't know what to OK because he had to go off to war. It's
do," Parker says.
kind of like she has to [let Sarah live
Nygaard says Sarah also is childlike wilh her]. . .
as a result of her upbringing. "I
"But in the back of her mind she's
imagine she hasn't had much, so she
just
waiting for Tyler to do
leaving no clue as to whether he ever
has a real vivid imagination. When she
something."
plans to come back.
goes to see Tyler, she's probably
Sarah remains with the Biars, and as
imagined him just taking her in his
"A Different Moon" will be presented
the summer wears on and relationships
arms and saying Til marry yOU,' and 8 P-m. Thursday through Saturday and
become strained, the three women can
she's really disappointed."
2
P-m. Sunday. Admission is $2.50.

"She kind of knows deep down inside
that he's not coming back... She just
isn't sure what she's going to do, and
back then you were really expected to
get married."
— Lisa Nygaard
shipped out to Korea in three weeks.
Jean, played by senior Kelly Glass, is
17 and much admires her older brother.
As the play opens on a June evening,
Sarah, played by Nygaard arrives at the

-——<
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.
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MOVIE

REVIEW

Even out of sequence, 'Hoosiers' worthwhile
By Mark Longenbach
staff writer

Hemdale films have already raked in the dough and
the Oscar nominations with "Platoon," and now, with
the release of "Hoosiers," the same can be expected
once again.
This is not to say that this film is comparable to
"Platoon," but it has earned two Academy Award
nominations and is being hailed as one of the year's
most heartwarming films.
"Hoosiers" was shown for free Sunday at 2 p.m. in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, and I thought, "Why not save
The Breeze some money and review a freebie?"
My big mistake.
The theater was filling up nicely by 1:50 p.m.,
when a figure appeared on the stage to tell us the
movie would be slightly delayed ... for an hour.
She assured the audience that we could stay until 3
o'clock or leave. Most opted for the latter.
"Hoosiers" is a story about an aging college
basketball coach who was suspended from coaching
college ball for striking a player.
A friend of his, the high school principal in a small
rural town called Hickory, asks him to come to his
school and coach his boys.
The coach, played by Gene Hackman, arrives to find
that this small school — less than 200 students *- is
unreceptive to a new coach from New York.
They resist any kind of change and do not take
kindly to strangers coming into their town and causing
a fuss.
Also, none of them feel confident that the new coach

AFTER

can do anything with the seven-player team unless
they get the town's best ball player, Jimmy, to join
the team.
During this beginning scene, the projected image
flew off the screen, and all we saw was the characters'
feet for a few minutes.
It was annoying, but no big deal. Before we knew it,
the projectionist had put dictionaries under the
projector and leveled it off again.
The town is angered by Hackman's new ways of

"Now, call me a perfectionist, but I like my
movies in chronological
order."
coaching and soon forms a petition to have him fired.
At the town meeting, Jimmy walks into the room
and says, "I have something to say."
What did he say? No one lbund out. The image on
the screen was immediately edited and we saw the
team, Jimmy included, playing a crucial game of the
season.
Did AT&T, who brought us this film, cut it there so
we would then go pay to see the rest, or did the
projectionist just do some makeshift editing on the

spur of the moment?
What happened was the projectionist showed the
reels out of order. Now, call me a perfectionist, but I
like my movies in chronological order.
After about 20 minutes of watching the final reel,
the film cut back to the proper reel, and we were able
to find out how the team got this far.
We also got to find out how the assistant basketball
coach/town drunk, played by Dennis Hopper, got
committed to an asylum.
Now it was time for the final reel where we left off.
The film's climax was in progress when, suddenly,
the image shot up off the screen again.
For five minutes the already irritated crowd was
forced to watch the feet of the basketball players.
The dictionary must have slipped out from under one
of the projector's legs, but it was quickly retreived and
replaced.
I think I heard the sound of a projectionist fleeing in
terror from the theater, but don't quote me on u.
"Hoosiers," if seen in its proper order, is a very
moving film. It is beautifully shot and directed by film
veteran David Anspaugh.
Hackman and Hopper deliver brilliant performances
as the team coaches, and, with a little luck. Hopper
could win the Best Supporting Actor award for which
he has been nominated.
It is a worthwhile film, and I would like to thank
whoever was responsible for bringing it to JMU.
However, it would be nice to see any future free
films in their respective order. Rearranging reels can
hinder a film's flow.
But I guess you only get what you pay for.

HOURS
THURSDAY

MUSIC
Maxims (student tajent) — Club Thursday, Phillips
Center Ballroom, 9 p.m. to 11 p.m., free.
TR3 — Calhoun's, cover charge not available.
Landslide — Gandy Dancer, free.
The Shuffle— Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
Disc Jockey — Belle Meade, Ladies'Night. $1
cover charge for ladies, $2 for men.
DJ — JM's Pub & Deli, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies, $1 for men.
MOVIES
The Way We Were (PG) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Little Shop of Horrors (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres,1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.
Outrageous Fortune (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:20 p.m.
and 9:25 p.m.
, ,
Over the Top (PG) — VaHey Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
Platoon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m..
5 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Light of Day (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.
Meatballs 3 (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and
9:10 p.m.
The Mission (PG) — Roth Theatres. 7 p.m. and
9:20 p.m.

COMEDY
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover
charge.
FRIDAY
MUSIC
Loose Ends — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
Jimmy O and The Paladins — Calhoun's, $3
cover charge.
Star City Band — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
The Green Island Pickers — Little Grill, $2 cover
charge.
Locals Only — Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
Eclipse — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover charge.
DJ — Reggae Night, Campus Pub, free.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, sponsor night, $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
Back to School (PG-13) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Outrageous Fortune (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:20
p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
Over the Top (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
Platoon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
5 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Some Kind of Wonderful (PG-13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres. 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Hoosiers (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and 9:10
p.m.
Meatballs 3 (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and
9:10 p.m.
*■ 2

The Mission (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and
9:20 p.m.
SATURDAY
MUSIC
White Bread (new grass)— Campus Pub, $2 cover
charge.
Loose Ends — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
Eric Holt — Calhoun's, $2 cover charge.
Denim and Lace — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover
charge.
Worried Life — Little Grill, $2 cover charge.
The Casuals — Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
Eclipse — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover charge..
DJ and Dance Contest — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
Back to School (PG-13) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Outrageous Fortune (R) — Valley Mall Roth
*
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:20 p.m.
and 9:25 p.m.
Over the Top (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
Platoon (R) —Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m..
5 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Some Kind of Wonderful (PG-13) —1.30 p.m..
3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Hoosiers (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7 p.m.
and 9:10 p.m.
Meatballs 3 (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:15 p.m.
and 9:10 p.m.
The Mission (PG) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7 p.m.
and 9:20 p.m,
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STRIPES are NOT this spring and
summer. Be chic as well as comfortable in
easy-care cotton-knits. And, better yet,
these soft knits come out of an
overstuffed suitcase ready to wear!
Or strut your stuff in Australian
influenced rough-'n ready ethnic fashions.
There are plenty of sizzling new styles
from which to choose.
Southwest silver and turquoise and
western-look leather accessories are a
must for your fashion-right denims. Even
this season's major color choices reflect
the cool warmth of the Southwest:
turquoise, magenta, yellow, and very
bright "citrus" colors.
All this and more at Valley Mall. Find your
break-away fashions at these stores:
Alfred Neys
Bell's
Benetton
Brooks
Charles Smith Shoes
Chess King
Claire's Boutique
Earring Tree
Endicott Johnson
F.S. Fitch
Foxmoor
JC Penney
Kinney Shoes
Lazarus
Leggett
The Mark It
Maurice's
r
Merle Norman
Naturalizer
Ormond
The Outdoor Place
Pierced Ear
Sidney's
Spectrum
Stuarts
Thorn McAn
Watson's

Make your biggest splash in a
one-piece swimsuifwith a fantastic
cut-out that practically cuts your
cover into pieces. Such shapes!
Check out the STRIPES!

Sunglasses - don't leave your room
without 'em! You'll want several in
different fashion colors. And a
colorful watch - or an antique looking
timepiece - show you're really up to
the minute.
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Bounce, slide, and step into spring in
shiny silver loafers, soft leather
mocs or western-styled high tops. For
her dress-up occasions, brightly
colored pumps are the newest
answer.

V^llevMaU
I-8I and Route 33 Cast

Harrisonburg. Virginia f/

IffyVf^*^^'

The duds and trappings you need for
your spring break-away are at
Valley Mall's 88 stores. Take a
shopping break today! Hours:
Monday-Saturday, 10 am. to 9 p.m.

All your necessities for spring are at
the mall - in vivid color. Even your
new camera.

Bring this registration form to any Valley
Mall store advertising in the "Break
JAway, Save 20% section" of this issue of
(the Breeze. You could win four tickets to
see GENESIS in concert, May 26 at RFK
stadium plus $50.00 cash. What a break and all for you from Valley Mall!

RULES
1. One entry per person, please.
2. No age limit.

3. No purchase necessary.
4. Drawing to be held Monday, March 9,1987. Winner to
be notified by mail. \
5. Entries to be brought to any participating Valley Mall
store advertising in the "Break-Away, Save 20%" section
of this issue ol the Breeze.
6. Deadline lor entry, Saturday, March 7,198^9 p.m.

•
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Spring Break Savings
at Medco
20% OFF
Flip-Flop Sandals
10% OFF
Mfg. List Price
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- New Spring Fashions (Present JMU I.D. for 20% off one new spring
item, February 27th through February 7th.)

Sun Glasses
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Valley Mall

Bridal Gallery
20% Off With JMU ID
Feb. 26 through March 5
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Where beautiful
weddings begin
Valley Mall
434-5809
Harrisonburg, Va.
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COWAN GALLLERY
Knows

Graduation Is Just Around The Corner
Give Yourself A Gift And
Frame Your Favorite Poster

NOW!

Wedding Gowns,
Bridesmaids Dresses
_ and Formals
In Stock or
Special Orders

2

ID #

s

Medco

i
m

Wide Se,ection of

And don't forget your
SUN TAN LOTION and
ALOE VERA PRODUCTS

-n
9o

Guys, Gals & Kids' Fashion

20% Off Nielsen Metal Frame Kits
60% Off Selected Custom Metal Molding
And Our Best Buy Ever
$25.00 for a 24"x36" Metal frarnT '
with glass and backind

Hurry While Supplies Last!
433-1804

T
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Save 20% at Valle
kb^AA>bA^^^Mi

General Nutrition has over 1200 stores across
America to serve your vitamin supplement,
healthy food and natural cosmetic needs.

Come choose from our:
* Wide selection of Aloe Vera Products
■* Sports and Nutrition Products
for weight lifters and body builders
* Suntan Products
* Weight Loss
* And More
We're America's Vitamin Store
Always Have Been Always Will Be

THE
OUTDOOR
rLACF
SKI & SPORT

Break Away to Spring!

Save 20%
On All Beach Wear
Jimmy' Z
Jimmy Buffet
Hamuiear

Jams
Beach boys
RRENR

Register to win a

\M

VAURNET BEACH UMBRELLA CHAIR

GNC VALUABLE COUPON

Drawing Friday March 6U»
VALLEY MALL

_ 20° Off

433-8857

^-1 The Tuxedo Shop
Tuxedos with the tailored look

On Your Next
Purchase of
$ 10 or More
\

20% OFF
all tuxedos
booked between
Feb 26 - Mar 14

Limit one per purchase
Offer Expires March 7,1987

ZI

RAFFINATI
LORD WEST
AFTER SIX

Ei
%

Valley Mall
Harrisonburg, VA

Expert Tailor On Hand
For All Your Tailoring Needs
Located in the Watson's
Corridor at the Valley Mall
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ValfeyAlall BREAKAWAY TO SPRING

HEYJMU!
Ormond is so
right for you!!
-Valuable Coupon-

i

^20% off any
^ purchase of
^ $30.00 or
\ More
—»

/ 'Coupon applies only to
^ items not already on promotion

••••>
rh,.o

Ormond Shops, Inc.

2223L Express
B
American

Val,e

y
10 a.m\

Ma

«

9 pm

MC/VISA

Discover

KAY

^_

JEWELERS

^^^

The diamond people*

Students and Staff
Come by our Valley Mall store for
your exclusive JMU Discount Card
Courtesy
Card

KAY
' * W E L 8 1 s

forJAfU Stiuknts & Staff
with sptaai prtvUyo hn
Ma;, * V* % TV *&n* ?„„„. tnm^ n „oUlr rg ^
tfmm 10* ■Ducaunt In Any IXpanmm. Salt lUms Twpri
KX?IVWTCTJfJ
VALLTY MALL, XXmsO^UJ^, VSK 22301
(70JI 4J4-S57S

Now through March 31st, we will
double your normal discount for a

20% Savings!
Valley Mall 434-5578
One item please. Sale items except**
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Save 20
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Vallev Mall
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Prices are Breakin at Spectrum
20% OFF all New Spring Tops
Chic Sport, Palmetto,
Metro Sport and More

"Wi

HE-91
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^% ST

"Jeans and a Whole Lot More"

Valley Mall
433-9525

National
Cosmetology
Association

\rif\r\r>rinr>rir,r>rt

While you are
shopping for
spring break,
see us and
Save 20% OFF
any Pearl
Earrings.

^Remember
Bring your
registration form
to win your four
free tickets to see
Genesis to any one
of these stores:

Merle Norman
Tuxedo Shop
Outdoor Place
Kay Jewelers
Hair Loft •
Spectrum
Pierced Ear
Bridal Gallery
Ormond's
General Nutrition
Center
Medco
Glassner's
F.S. Fitch
Cowan Gallery

Mdir Loft

-as***
V/.a

Valley Mall
Appointments
Recommended
433-3446

Break Away
to Spring
with
Valley Mall!
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JMU primes for post-season
Dukes finish
12-0 in CAA,
move to 13th
By Mark Charnock
managing editor

The JMU women's basketball team
knocked off East Carolina 68-47
Monday night to send them into this
weekend's conference tournament with
plenty of momentum to go along with
a first round bye and the number one
seeding.
The Dukes (24-3) extended their win
streak to 13 and finished the regular
season conference schedule with a
perfect 12-0 mark. That was good
enough to rank them 13th in the nation
this week in both the Associated Press
and USA Today polls.
East Carolina drops to 15-12, and a
second-place tie with American at 7-5
in the Colonial Athletic Association.
Monday also was a special night,
honoring four JMU seniors who were
instrumental in bringing the Dukes into
the national spotlight.
AH the hoopla, though, had head
coach Shclia Moorman a little worried.
"I was afraid they'd either be too high
or a little flat [after pre-game]," she
said. "I thought the first few minutes
would be touch and go."
After JMU opened the game with a
Staff photo by JIM ENGBERT
6-0 run, the Pirates evened it at 8-8
Dukes' forward Alisa Harris (50) shoots during JMU's 68-47
with just over six minutes gone in the
win
over East Carolina Monday at the Convocation Center.
first half on Valerie Cooper's running
jumper.
The turnovers kept coming in the , their CAA title would be a gross
From there, it was all JMU as the second half, as the Dukes began pulling underestimation.
Dukes dominated the rest of the half away getting balanced scoring from the
The two teams that possibly could
using pressure defense and taking starters and off the bench.
make a run at the Dukes for the
advantage of ECU's inexperience at
The Dukes never led by less than 13 automatic bid to the NCAAs, American
guard to take a 38-20 lead at the half.
points in the second half, allowing and East Carolina, have both lost to the
"I thought we looked really tough them to complete their suing of not Dukes by over 20 points in their most
during that stretch," Moorman said. "I letting conference opponents within recent encounters with JMU.
was real pleased with our kids' effort, double figures of them all season.
"I certainly think we'd have to favored
particularly in the first half."
JMU was led by center Sydney [in the tournament]," Moorman said. "I
The game was supposed to be belter Beasley for the 17th time this season. felt that East Carolina would be much
than the team's first meeting at ECU The junior had 18 points, but what tougher [Monday] because they are a lot
when JMU walked away with a 73-47 Moorman was impressed with was the healthier than they were when we made
win. The Pirates' leading,scorer and play off her bench.
the trip down there.
rebounder Moniquc Pompili missed that
Missy Dudley hit six-of-nine in 24
"I still think this [ECU] is a talented
contest. Pompili was back for the minutes, and Julie Franken hit team... I just have to think if they
second one, but she must have left her, four-of-five in 23 minutes of play.
would get it together they would be
scoring and rebounding averages back in
"I was real pleased with Missy's tough.
Greenville.
play," Moorman said. "Julie was like
"I've been braggin about American all
The junior forward made just one of her old self."
year, and I think they still have the
the three shots she attempted, and
The Dukes will need that depth, ingredients." Moorman also mentioned
finished with five points and six
maybe not so much for this weekend's Richmond as a "team that has to be
rebounds in 38 minutes of play.
CAA tourney, but for the upcoming watched out for."
"I thought we took away most of
NCAA tournament.
This also is a big tournament for the
After blowing through the regular Dukes in terms of seeding for an East
their options...," Moorman said.
season conference schedule, to say the
"Unless you're very patient, thaj will
See WIN page 31
Dukes are a heavy favorite to defend
lead to turnovers."

■

■'

Senior players
key rapid rise
of JMU squad
By Rob Washburn
sports editor

Imagine this. You're a rookie head
coach trying to build a quality women's
basketball program.
Your newly acquired team hasn't had a
winning season in three years, and
without proper time to recruit, your
first team finishes a dismal 6-18.
You know you need to bring in some
of the nation's best high school talent
to reach your goal, but how? Who's
really going to believe that a top 20
program and a chance for national
exposure is right around the comer?
Meet Shelia Moorman, head coach of
the 13th-ranked JMU women's
basketball team, and perhaps, the
game's greatest saleswoman.
What Moorman has pulled off during
her five years at JMU is somewhat
amazing. Since the poor opening
campaign, the Dukes have posted an
87-29 record, won two Colonial
Athletic Association regular season
crowns and shortly will be making their
second straight trip to the NCAA
tournament.
But any coach will tell you they are
only as good as the players they recruit,
and Moorman's first class has posted
amazing accomplishments. So when
Flo Jackson, Betsy Witman, Julie
Franken and Erin Mahoney played their
final regular-season, game Monday
night, a tear had to come to Moorman's
eyes.
"I think back about four years ago
when we would come in and the only
music we had was on the tape player
and we had maybe 300 people in the
stands," Moorman said. "It's exciting to
be a part of. I feel sure that everybody
that came [Monday] wanted to recognize
the seniors that have contributed so
much to our program."
Contributions which will long be
remembered in the JMU record books.
The four have appeared in 379 games,
scored 3,452 points, grabbed 1,790
rebounds, handed out 880 assists and
posted 375 steals. For their careers,
Witman, Jackson and Franken are all in
ihe top 10 in points scored, games
started, field goals made, free throws
made and assists.
The story behind what brought this
nucleus to Harrisonburg is an
See SENIORS page 31 >
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JMU assistant leads recruiting effort
By Greg McCormick
staff writer
When JMU faced American University at Fort Myer
earlier this month, three-fifths of the Dukes' starting
lineup that day was not in a JMU uniform before this
season began.
Benny Gordon and Ralph Glenn spent last year at
Trinidad State (Colo.) College, and Claude Ferdinand
was in a St. Tolentine High School uniform.
And before the outcome had been decided against
American, one JMU coach already had a taste of
victory.
"The satisfaction of knowing the people you helped
to recruit are making a major contribution [is a
benefit]," said Dukes' assistant coach Tom McCorry.
"Right now all three are starting. That's definitely a
source of satisfaction. You know you're involved."
This year, McCorry's second as a JMU assistant,
finds him in charge of coordinating JMU's recruiting
efforts.
Being involved with basketball is something that's a
part of McCorry's life for just over a quarter of a
century.
"I've never wavered from my decision," McCorry
said. "It's all I ever wanted to do."
McCorry's Convocation Center office is evidence of
that decision. Mementos from past years and the tools
of his new trade occupy nearly every space on his wall
and cover most of the available shelf space.
His desk is littered with newspaper clippings on
current players and files on recruits.
Two charts in particular, though, dominate the
scene.
To the right hangs a color-coded chart with name tags
denoting each player's year. The chart enables the
coaching staff to keep up on the remaining eligibility
for each player, and determine at a glance what holes
need to be filled in the future.
For example, as a freshman, Ferdinand's name is
coded in gold, and he will keep that color for the
remainder of his JMU career.
On the back wall, covered by a purple curtain, is the
Most Wanted List" for JMU basketball.
Divided by position, it lists those players the Dukes
are actively recruiting.
Finding names to put on the list and following up on
them keeps McCorry and fellow assistant Dave Dutton
on the road for much of the year. Dutton handles the
recruiting effort in Virginia, North Carolina and West

Staff photo by JIM ENGBERT
JMU assistant coach Tom McCorry, here advising center Thorn Brand, handles many
of the Dukes' recruiting chores.
Virginia, while McCorry deals primarily with players not something I hate." McCorry said. "The only thing
I hate about travelling is when I have to go for long
from Washington, D.C. and further north.
"At this time of year Coach Dutton and I are only periods of time.
"Often times in the summer you have to go three or
around on game days," McCorry said. "The rest of the
four
weeks without a break, but to do it for three or
time we take off and go watch the prospects we're
four
days
and come back and then go for three of four
involved with.
more,
and
I like it in that respect."
"My main job is to coordinate the recruiting, to set
The
46-year-old
New York City native's introduction
up the schedules to who's going to go see who and
to coaching came at the hands of his basketball coach
when."
Despite the obvious drawbacks to his postition, while at Regis High School.
"In my junior year he became coach," McCorry said.
namely the long periods away from home, McCorry
enjoys the challenge of finding new talent.
"I've been doing it a long time, and I do enjoy it, it's
See COACH page 33 >

Dukes fall to Pirates, battle Patriots in CAA tourney
By Sonny Dearth
assistant sports editor
A win over East Carolina Monday
night would have given the JMU men's
basketball team the second seed in the
Colonial Athletic Association
tournament this weekend.
However, a victory just wasn't in the
cards for the Dukes (19-8, 8-6 in the
CAA), who lost a 74-68 struggle to the
seventh-place Pirates.
JMU instead earned the fourth seed in
the tournament at the Hampton
Coliseum. They will face fifth-seeded
George Mason at 9 p.m. Saturday in
the last of four quarterfinals.
The Dukes wo.i the two regular
season games against the Patriots,
80-77 at Fairfax and 75-69 at the

Convocation Center in overtime.
Should they stop GMU ^gain
Saturday, the Dukes probably will face
all-Amcrican center David Robinson
and top-seeded Navy in the semifinals at
4 p.m.
Against East Carolina, the Dukes
struggled early, trailing most of the
first half. They came back to take a
29-28 lead by halftime behind Eric
"Boo Boo" Brent's 13 points.
But after taking a 37-30 lead early in
the second half, the Dukes ran out of
gas.
ECU center Leon Bass led the Pirates
in their comcbac4 totaling a game-high
27 points.
After East Carolina regained the lead,
ihe Dukes never caught up again. Bass

hit two crucial free throws with 25 JMU's chances of gaining the National
seconds remaining to give the Pirates a Invitation Tournament arc reportedly
72-68 lead. After a JMU miss, Bass good, and a win over George Mason
slammed home a dunk to assure the would greatly increase their odds.
win.
By winning the CAA tournament, the
Senior captain John Newman led the Dukes would earn the conference's
Dukes with 19 points and seven automatic bid to the NCAA
rebounds. He was joined in double championships.
figures by Kennard Winchester with 15
The Dukes will have to deal with the
and Brent with 13. Brent, however, was
powerful
inside play of Patriot forwards
unable to score in the second half.
Kenny
Sanders
and Tracy Baltic
JMU coach John Thurston again
Saturday
night.
JMU
also will hope to
criticized the officials for not following
contain
the
outside
shooting
of guard
a conference rule by calling a technical
Anthony„(Amp)
Davis
and
swingman
foul on the Minges Coliseum crowd
when a paper airplane landed on the Brian Miller.
Semifinal play begins at 2 p.m.
court.
The Dukes now will hope to put that Sunday and the CAA championship
loss behind and earn a post-season bid. game starts at 7:30 p.m. Monday.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
GENERAL

Internships • Mar. 3.5-6 pm, WCC, Rm. D.
Presentation of different types of
internships. Suggests ways of setting up
experiences & getting the most from them.

Campus Crusade for Christ meets every
Wednesday night at 7:45 in Mezzanine, Rm.
D. For more information call Todd at
433-1460.

Physical Conditioning Sessions will be held
through March 1 on Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays & Fridays from 5:15 to 6 pm at
the football stadium. They are open to all
students free of charge.

Alumni Connection.- Students needed to
correspond with alumni of same major. For
example, an accounting major would write an
accountant or an education major, a teacher.
For more info., call Steve Smith at
568-6234 or Pat Donahue at 433-6754.

JMU's Music Industry Association meets at
5:30 pm, Tuesdays in Duke Rm. M102. New
members & interested parties are welcome.

The Life Science Museum in Rm. 10 in the
basement of Burruss Hall is open Mondays
& Wednesdays from 1 to 5 pm 4 Tuesdays
& Thursdays from 11 am to 1 pm.

Resume/Cover Letter Review - Every
Thursday from 9 to 11:30 am at CP&P.
Please have resumes in typed format prior
to review.

For Information about Eating Disorders
please call the ZTA Hotline, x7486, Monday
- Wednesday, 8 pm to midnight.

Resume Writing
WCC, Rm. B.

Feb. 26, 3:30-4:30 pm,

MEETINGS
Madison Outing Club meets every
Wednesday at 6 pm in Rm. A. WCC.

Invite
your parents o stay with us while they
visit you (you'll like it too).
This bed & breakfast inn
THE
was built circa 1847 &
PUMPKIN features Victorian & country
HOUSE rooms - some with private
INN, bath & fireplace - and is
LTD. urnished with antiques.
In scenic countryside 8 miles
outh of JMU on RT. 11
etwee n 181 exits 60 & 61
BOUTE 2. BOX 155 (703) 434-6963
MT. CBMVFORD. VIBGINIA 22841

Catholic Mass lor Sat, Feb. 28 will be held
in the Blackwell Auditorium at 5 pm. Sunday
mass for 11 am & 5 pm will be held in the
Phillips Center Ballroom.
Stalf Meeting - to learn about the new
system and to let off steam in general.
Sometime soon. Kyra will post a sign on the
day she decides she wants to have it.

Stubbies corduroy shorts of 84% cotton/16% polyester.
Elastic waistband and side pockets. Reg. $20, 10.00.
Watlaman 100% cotton shirt. Reg. $24, 12.00.
Many other styles and sizes available from Stubbies
and Ocean Pacific.
Leggett of Valley Mall. Phone 434-4477.
Open Monday Saturday 10 'til 9
Use your Leggett charge, MasterCard, Choice, VISA or American Express.

Godwin Employment Opportunities:
1987-1988 - Intermural Supervisor, Issue
and Weight Room attendants, and lifequard
Apply in Godwin 213 by March 16th.
May/Summer 1987 -Issue and Weight Room
attendents, and lifequards. Apply in
Godwin 213 by April 13th.

I

In a newspaper, it could be a
misspelled name, a misheard
quote, or a fact that's fiction.

If you see something in The Breeze
that warrants correction, call '
Kyra Scarton, editor, at x6127.

Save 50% on Stubbies Sportswear
Save 30% on Ocean Pacific Cord Shorts
February 25-March 7 ONL Y!

Pictured here:

Alpha Phi Omega - Where service counts
AOfi is a national co-ed service fraternity
associated with the Boy Scouts of America.
If you're interested in serving both JMU &
the community, as well as having some (un,
come to our organizational meeting Mon.,
Mar. 2, WCC, Wm. A, 8 pm.

MISTAEKS

\

Rev up for the warm leather with hot-looking
sportswear from Stubbies and Ocean Pacific! Now
through March 7 only, you can SA VE up to 50% on our
collections. Hurry in and take advantage of the savings
on Stubbies and O. P. I

EVENTS
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Baseball team prepares for opener
that."
For Babcock and the rest of the
Going into the Colonial Athletic, Dukes' squad, the chance to erase the
Association baseball tournament at the memories of last year's playoff demise
end of last year, JMU appeared to be begins this weekend, when JMU opens
its 1987 regular season against West
the team to beat.
Owners of a 35-12 record, the Dukes Virginia University. The Dukes and
Mountaineers will meet in a
had clinched the CAA title with a 7-1
doubleheadcr
on Saturday afternoon and
win over George Mason and entered the
a
single
contest
on Sunday.
competition as the number one seed.
"It's [the tournament losses] been on
But then, as quickly as they had
captured the regular-season title, they their minds since last year," Babcock
were gone. One-run losses to said, " But this is a new year, new
UNC-Wilmington and East Carolina challenges.
"I think the thing we're noticing
sent the number one team home first.
"At East Carolina [site of last year's right now is everybody seems to think
tournament] we were disappointed," said that we are the team to beat, and I guess
head coach Brad Babcock, "I was I'd rather be the team to beat than the
disappointed with some of my coaching team that everybody wants to ignore,
moves, I was disappointed in the way so to that extent it's all right."
Entering the 1987 season, JMU has
some of our pitchers performed and all
By Greg McCormick

staff writer

been labeled by Baseball America to
win the CAA championship. In
addition, junior co-captain Rod Boddie
has been selected as pre-season Player
of the Year in the conference.
"It's been many years since we've
been able to slip up on anybody, so I
don't think we'll be a hidden
commodity," Babcock said. "I think a
lot of people now think that if they can
beat us it means they have a legitamate
Division 1 program."
JMU returns 15 players from the
1986 squad, and several newcomers will
compete right away for playing time.
Since the College World Series in
1983, the nucleus of the team has
shifted to six juniors who came to JMU
the next year. Their playing experience
as a group could prove critical.

"A complete reshuffling resulted in
bringing in a lot of freshmen, and now
those freshmen are juniors. This group
has been together the longest, and I
think that accounts for something."
Team depth and players who can play
various postions give Babcock the
luxury of experimenting with varying
lineups. The depth also allows the
Dukes to vary the lineup depending on
who pitches for the opposition.
A likely lineup would include
transfer Dave Kennet at third base,
freshman Matt Lasher at shortstop, Jeff
Garber at second base and Mark
Brockell at first. Garber played last
season at shortstop.
The outfield would most likely
consist of Boddie in left, Scott Mackie
See BASEBALL pag*3l>

Fast-paced Metro stops Boys
for intramural basketball title
By Dean Hybl
staff writer
Basketball experience proved to be
more valuable than athletic ability as
Metro cruised past The Boys 112-76 to
win the JMU intramural men's
basketball championship tournament
Monday night at the Convocation
Center.
The intramural season, which began
with 127 teams, culminated in a game
between two teams with different styles
and philosophies.
The Boys, featuring seven JMU
varsity football players, had a definite
size advantage with 6-foot-3 1/2 Kenny
Mitchell and 6-foot-2 Tony Miller
towering over their opponents.
On the other hand, Metro's roster
contained only one JMU football
player, junior starting quarterback Eric
Green.
All seven Metro players had played
high school basketball, however.
Without a tall inside player, Metro
relied on a fast-paced running game to
overcome its height disadvantage.
Both teams had a hard time getting
untracked in a first half that included
counUcss flying bodies and 19 fouls.
Guard Tommy Bennett had 13
First-half points for Metro and forward
Claude Picrcy scored 12 to lead a
balanced Metro attack.
Once down by 16 points, The Boys
rallied behind Mitchelll and guard Leon
Watts to cut Metro's lead to 46-37 at
halftime.
Bennett and Green combined to score
Metro's first 12 second-half points as
they seized control of the contest just
four minutes into the half, taking a
58-43 edge.

Primarily due to foul trouble, The
Boys never recovered and were never
able to play Metro's run-and-gun style.
"We enjoy to run," Bennett said. "We
wear purple and gold like the [Los
Angeles] Lakers and try to run like
them, too."
Bennett also cited his team's ability
to draw The Boys out of their zone
defense as a key to the game.
"Once we started hitting the outside
shots, they had to go to man [defense]
and we knew that they couldn't match
up with us man-to-man," Bennett said.
The Boys appeared.to make a slight
comeback until a dunk by Metro reserve
Greg Wright with 12 minutes left
seemed to take the last wind out of their
sails.
From then on, the game was never
close as Metro outscored The Boys
66-39 in a fast-paced second half.
Green scored 23 second-half points to
finish with a game-high 32. Bennett
added 30. Piercy 18 and Chris McGuire
17 for Metro.
Mitchell tallied 20 sccond-haif points
for The Boys but received little help
from his teammates. Only Tony Miller,
with 10 points, joined him in the
double-figure column.
A major key to the game was The
Boys' inability to score from the
outside or to control the tempo. Most
of Mitchell's points came after
offensive rebounds.
As for the champions. Green called
the victory very satisfying. He said that
once playing against better compcuuon
definitely gave him an advantage.
Better competition, indeed. Green's
teammates at nationally ranked Dunbar
High School of Baltimore included
former Georgetown star and current

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP
Metro's Claude Piercy (left) and Chris McGuire watch another
shot go through the hoop. Metro outscored The Boys 112-76.
Philadelphia 76er David Wingate and
current NCAA stars Reggie Williams
of Georgetown, Tyrone Bogues of
Wake Forest and Reggie Lewis of
Northeastern.
Green called his high school coach,

current University of Maryland
Bob Wade, "a great influence
both athletically and personally.
"This team [Metro] is very
Green said. "We play well as
The game was lots of fun."

mentor
on me
close,"
a unit.
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JRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Ciro's Pizza

SPECIAL

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese
coupon only)

U IM L Y

$D. C. H

The Original Italian Pizza
778 E. Market Street
4o4-0070

Expires May 30,1987
*

PHILLIP ALLAN'S
RESTAURANT
ALL U CAN EAT BRUNCH
FOR JMU STUDENTS
11A.M.-2:30P.M. EVERY SUNDAY
$5.95
317 N. MAIN ST. (RT.42)RE^ppIVIONJ

BRIDGEWATER

JJ,

CELEBRATE'

SPRING BREAK '87
" Ft. Lauderdale -

16

on the beach

FT. LAUDERDALES PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB

7 am to Noon - "EARLY RISER"

BLOODY MARY SPECIAL
For you early risers, have a Bloody Mary and KEEP THE MUG!

10 am to 6 pm POOLSIDE PARTIES
LIVE D.J. EMCEEINQ POOLSIDE CONTEST • WATER VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT • FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS • FREE T-SHIRT RELAYS
THE BELLYFLOP CONTEST • AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH ... THE
WETTEST, WET T-SHIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SHIRTS • AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS

7 pm to 8 pm COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY PARTY * WEDNESDAY, MAR. 11
FREE SPRING BREAK '87 T-SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR
ABOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O'CLOCK
WITH PROPER COLLEGE I.D.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER - $.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZESI

EVENINGS

S\

HARRISONBURG
HONDA
CONGRATULATES THIS YEAR'S
SOON TO BE
COLLEGE GRADUATES
As you enter the workplace,
,we would like to assist you by
making the transition as easy
as possible.If you are considering
transportation, you may find
that without credit history,
credit experience, and credit
references it may be difficult
to obtain the car you want.
.
WE CAN HELP WITH OUR
W NEW COLLEGE GRADUATE PLAN *
YOU CAN
l.Establish credit with major banks
2.Establish credit history and reference
3.Arrange payments to fit your situation

SUMMERS on the beach presents...
FT. LAUDERDALE'S FINEST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PLUS OUR
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED D. J. SPINNING THE BEST DANCE
MUSIC AND ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO.
CI ■*■*»■•
flJTWft

MON, WED A THUR:
Contest Ntte
Prizes A giveaways

TUE A FRI:
"Best Buns on the Beach" Contest
HeraMad by Playboy magaitne

$175.00 Cash Prizes
CLIP AND SAVE

—

_

SATURDAY:
Come end Party til 3 AM!
Dance all Night.
SUNDAY:
(18 A OVER NIGHT)
Dane* to our wida acraan vldao
and •paclal affacta light •how
batwaan band aata.
Valid I.D. Raqulrad.
_
—CLIP AND SAVE —.

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY PARTY * WEDNESDAY, MAR. 11
ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7-6 PM NIGHTLY
ILimrl one pat cuMomefl
Summers on the Beach • 219 S. Atlantic Blvd.' Ft Lauderdale. Florida • (305) 462-8978
(Located Vi block north of Las Olas Blvd. on A1 A)

FLORIDA DRINKING LAW: You must be bom on or before June 30,1088
to legally purchase alcoholic beverages In Florida.

SPRING BREAK'87.

#1 PRODUCT
#1 SERVICE
#1 PRICE

jHorrisonbuny

"^Hondo:

-«

—

D-L.No.407t

433-1487

2675 S. Main St., Harrisonburg, Va.
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REC

SPORTSFILE

REPORT

ACTIVITIESSOFTBALL- The sign-up meeting
forco-rec play is 5:30 p.m. Mar. 17
in Godwin 344.
SKATING- A free skating night will
be held 7:30-10 p.m. Mar. 19 at
Skatetown USA.
WEIGHTLIFTING- The sign-up
deadline tor intramural competition
is Mar. 25 at 12 p.m.
ANNOUNCEMENTSAEROBICS-Applications
for
instructors are available in Godwin
213. The deadline is Mar. 2.
JOBSMAY/SUMMER
SESSIONSYou must be enrolled in the session
in order to work during it. Apply in
Godwin 213 by April 13 for the

following positions:
LIFEGUARD- Requirements are
advanced lifesaving and CPR.
ISSUE ROOM- Attendants are
responsible for issuing towels and
equipment.
WEIGHT ROOM- Attendants
supervise the weight room during
general recreation hours.
1987-88
SCHOOL
YEARApply by Mar. 16 in Godwin 213 for
the following positions. Financial aid
is also due Mar. 16.
INTRAMURAL SUPERVISORWork in the Recreational Activities
Intramural Program.
LIFEGUARD- Requirements are
advanced lifesaving and CPR.
ISSUE ROOM- Attendants are
responsible for issuing towels and
equipment.
WEIGHT ROOM- Attendants
supervise the weight room during
general recreation hours.

interesting one. Moorman knew she
couldn't compete with the big-time
women's programs when it came to
recruiting polished players, so she just
looked for good athletes with a good
attitude. The Dukes needed help at every
position, and Moorman tried to sell
something many others schools
couldn't offer — the chance to play
right away.
"We could sell playing lime,"
Moorman said. "A kid knew that they
were going to come in here and have a
real shot at playing immediately. I
think that's attractive to most kids.
"Secondly, we had this facility which
was brand new, and all of the other
things that are positive about our
campus. We just brashly stuck our
necks out and said we wanted to build a
top 20 program. For whatever reason,
they bought it and came with us."
Moorman's most prominent recruit
out of high school was Jackson. The
5-foot-6 point guard was recruited by
such schools as Clcmson, Southern
California, Nevada-Las Vegas and
Georgia, but Moorman sold Jackson on
the idea of building a winner.
"Flo could have gone a lot of places,"
Moorman said. "I think she was
attracted to the opportunity to be a big
part of building a program."
Jackson said she could tell right away
Mborman was serious about building a
top-notch program, and it didn't take
much to sell her on the idea.
A "She talked about how she was going
to try to build a top 20 program, and 1
Jell like I was capable of helping her,"
Jackson said. "She just told me that
'Hey Flo, we can go all the way if we

The JMU men's gymnastics team
scored a season high and cruised to a
244.20-194.50 win over Georgia Tech
Sunday in Atlanta.
The Dukes' Mike Harley won the
all-around competition with 50.2
points. He took firsts in the floor
exercise with a 9.0 score and the vault
with a 9.2.
Tim Ratliff won the parallel bars
(9.0) and high bar (8.1) for the Dukes.
Mark Smith placed first in the rings
with a 9.15 and Bob McKiernan won
the pommel horse by scoring an 8.4.
WOMEN'S

GYMNASTICS

JMU (3-11) placed last in a four-team
meet Sunday in Atlanta, but totaled its

Carol Hnatuk led the Dukes with a
13th-place floor exercise routine of 8.9.
FENCING

Four JMU fencers placed in the state
individual championships Sunday in
Lynchburg.
JMU varsity team member Angela
Lcffcl placed seventh with a 2-5 record.
In the junior varsity division, Tanya
Vc'lt (6*3) came in second, Tonya
Whitcnton (5-4) finished third and Kelly
Emerson (2-5) placed seventh.

Baseball

Seniors
> (Continued from page 26)

JMU defeats
Georgia Tech

season high for the year. Georgia won
the meet with 189.60 points, followed
by Auburn (182.85), Kentucky
(180.90) and the Dukes (169.70).
Laura Peterson led JMU in the
all-around competition with a 35.4
score. She placed 10th in the vault with
a 9.0 score, 12th in the uneven parallel
bars with a 9.05 and scored a 9.0 on the
balance beam.

get a great point guard', so I decided to
come and help her out.
"I fell like I could have gone to one
of those top programs and started. But
she had that look in her eye like she
was really going to build a program
here."
Witman was more the type of player
Moorman was after when she tried to
sign her first recruiting class. She was
not heavily recruited, and Moorman was
able to convince her that she could be
an integral part in JMU's team-oriented
attack.
"The main point was that it was a
building program and she was looking
for players with good fundamentals who
she could develop into good basketball
players," Witman said. "After our
freshman year, we knew that we would
be the nucleus of the team, and we
would be the team to build a top 20
program.
"It was always positive and we
worked to get better everyday in
practice. [Getting in the top 20] was a
long-range goal that we worked for. It
was a slow process, but we finally did
it."
Now that Moorman and her seniors
have achieved their goal of building the
women's basketball team into a
national contender, it will be up to
future recruiting classes to continue the
tradition. But Moorman said this senior
class will not soon be forgotten.
"I think all you have to do is look at
the record books, and their names arc
everywhere," Moorman said. "They
have been solid for us, they've all
started since they were freshmen and
they gav6 us a strong nucleus to build
around. Without them next year, it's
going to be a real challenge."
Much like the challenge Moorman
issued four years ago.

[

> (Continued from page 29)

in center and Steve Schwartz in right,
and Scott Engle behind the plate. Engic
will be chased by freshmen Sam Rose
and Brad Zaikov.
"Bobby Ivanicki can play center field
or right field depending on how Mackie
docs. Depending on how Lasher docs at
short, then Garber could move back to
short, Schwartz could move to second
base and Ivanicki could move to right
field."
Just how varied Babcock's
possibilities are depends on the
performance of Lasher.
"All fall and the first part of this
spring, we tried to see if Matt Lasher
was ready to play, because if he is, it
lets us move Jeff Garber to second base
where he should play, " Babcock said.
"He'll be more comfortable at second
base."
On the mound, the Dukes lost only
one pitcher, Chris Garber, and with the
addition of a healthy Mike Linskey,
should be able to hold their own.
Last year's leading pitcher Kevin
White, who finished 8-0 in 1986,

returns along with senior Mike Stout
and sophomore Dana Allison to anchor
the starting rotation. Seniors Joe
Macavage and Tim Layn will provide
relief and may see spot duty as starters.
Sophomore Scott Economy has made
great strides in the off-season and may
be able to find time as a starter.
Freshmen Rich Ryan and Brian
Kimmel arc also possibilities.
The demands of the Dukes' 52-game
schedule this year will provide more
than enough competition. Twenty-nine
of those contests are away from home,
and included on the slate are games with
nationally-ranked Miami, Old
Dominion, Virginia and Virginia Tech.
The conference schedule should also
provide challenges.
"There's not a weak team in the
conference," Babcock said. "Richmond
won it last year, and I look for William
and Mary to make enormous strides.
"Billy Brown, the coach at George
Mason, always has a good team, and
UNC-Wilmington and East Carolina,
you just have to play your butt off to
beat them."

Win
>■ (Continued from page 26)

regional spot in the NCAA.
Many consider the Dukes in line for
one the East's six seeds, but if they lose
the CAA, Moorman said her team may
be making some unwanted travel plans.
"It's very important for us to win this
tournament to avoid being shipped off
somewhere," she said.
JMU will meet the winner of Friday's
4 p.m. first-round game between fourth
seeded Richmond (6-6) and fifth-seeded

UNC-Wilmington (6-6) in an 8 p.m.
semifinal Saturday.
In other opening round matchups
third-seeded American (7-5) goes against
sixth seeded George Mason (3-9) at 6
p.m. Second-seeded East Carolina (7-5)
meets seventh-seeded William and Mary
(1-11) at 8 p.m. The winners will meet
in the 6 p.m. semifinal Saturday.
Students will have to pay for tickets
to this weekend's action. Tickets are S3
per day and. $5 for a three-day
tournament pass.
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HOLLYiCOURT
Townhouse Condominiums

Why Pay Rent When You Can Own A Townhouse
At HOLLY COURT
For As Little As:
$232.21* Per Month for a 1 Bedroom
$282.55* Per Month for a 2 Bedroom
$31 1.50* Per Month for a 3 Bedroom
•Principle and Interest ONLY

• Immediate Occupancy • Central Air Conditioning
• Forced Air Electric Heat • Swimming Pool
• Range, Range Hood, Refrigerator, Dishwasher • Wall to Wall Carpet
• Oak Kitchen Cabinets • Triple Track Storm Windows
• R-30 Insulation • Low 7%% Financing with only 10% Down
• 3/4 Mile from James Madison University
• Convenient to 1-81 artd Valley Mall
X

1 BEDROOM FROM $36,900
2 BEDROOM FROM $44,900

Ask about our Investor Purchase
Guaranteed Lease program. Holly

3 BEDROOM FROM $49,500

SS^^rt^S. ****

Visit Us NOW for Best Selection!
*LOW 7%% FINANCING
•Prices based on 10% down @ 7Vi% annual percentage rate for 30 years EXAMPLE- O
Bedroom $36,900-$3,690 down payment. $33,210 financed at 7Vi% APR for 360 montht
$232.21 per month principal and interest only. Taxes, insurance, condo fees and settle
t
mCn
fees additional.
* stated Interest rates subject to change without notice

>£\ Owner's
>y|^^S. Agent
B'tiMb <Bmninuin JRcaltrj, 3itr.
433-2454

HOLLY COURT OFFICE
l 1D RC8CrV0lr
Hari
. L
*«l.
narrisonburg,
VA 22801

434-2749
- 1987 RAM Publications
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Coach
>■ (Continued from page 27)

"He was just one of those guys I got very close to. He
took me under his wing and helped me a lot
personally."
Two years later, when McCorry was at Manhattan
College, he made the varsity roster "by the skin of his
teeth" and found little playing time.
That inactivity turned out to be a blessing in
disguise, as his old high school asked him to coach the
freshman team at Regis.
"That got me totally hooked," McCorry said with a
chuckle, "and things just escalated from there."
McCorry earned his first head coaching job at age 23
at St. Dominies High School in Long Island.
While there, his teams won two Catholic High
School Championships.
In 1970, McCorry began his trek through the college

coaching ranks. His longest stay was at Trenton (N.J.)
State, where he coached from 1974 to 1982.
•->
A year at Northeastern and two years at Boston
University immediately preceeded his arrival at JMU.
"The head coach that I was working with [at Boston
University] kind of upped and left at the last minute,
took a job at George Washington, so I was caught in a
situlation where I had to make some decisions,"
McCorry said.
McCorry negated a move to George Washinton, and
he decided not to remain at BU, citing the lack of
collegiate interest in primarily professional sports
cities.
"If I was going to move I was going to move
somewhere where basketball was more important than
that," he said.
When Lou Campanclli left JMU to coach

California, McCorry's long-time friend, John
Thurston, took over the helm.
"We knew each other from New York," McCorry
said, "so there was enough contact there. When the job
opened, he called me and asked me if I was interested.
"It was a difficult decision, but here was a chance to
get someplace where basketball meant a lot to
everybody."
So far, it looks as if McCorry's decision has been a
positive one. Unless someone actively seeks him as a
Division I head coach, he will remain at JMU.
"I'm very happy with the situation here, I enjoy my
job," McCorry said. "I enjoy working with the other
coaches.
"Coach Thurston has been very good to me, I'm not
looking to leave. [If I did] it would have to be for a
Division I program."

SUMMER JOBS AT JMU
Chinese and 'Sar-'B-Ojie Carry-Out

CMiy&S'E 700-D T>T,LIlSE%y
434-4653 or 434-3003
friday night-'Buy one, get one JI&fL- #1 Chicken Chow Odein

9fL<W 'HOIl'RS
Mon-Tfuirs 12 noon-11 pm
"Wednesday
3 pm-11 pm
Jriday
12 noon-12 pm
Saturday
12 noon-12 pm
Sunday
12 noon-lOpm

Off-Campus (Dedveru 9{pzu!

zvitn minimum $10.00 purchase
CHXCX+ $25O&RQ'E
VISA -MASTEX CWP CHOICE
<MleHl<MWt$5W O%.$-50 CMmgE

Orientation Assistants
May-Summer Session
Resident Advisors
For an application or more information ,
come by the Office of Residence Life,
Alumnae Hall, Room 102.
Application Deadline: Friday, March 6

QXUKSZ
Write your ad here:

Clip this form and put it in an
envelope with $2 for 1-10 words,
$4 for 10-20 words and so on.
Mail the envelope to The Breeze*
campus mail, or deliver it to our
office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Deadline for Monday's issue
is noon Friday. Deadline for Thursday's
issue is noon Tuesday.

Name
Phone

—

All classifieds must include name
and phone number.

■

^m
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Scott Miller

Use the stadium

Here we go again: it's the time of year when graduating seniors haggle
over what kind of graduation ceremony they want in May. The traditional
quad no longer is large enough to accommodate a ceremony that grows
in size along with JMU's ever-increasing enrollment.
Last year's proposal to adopt a satellite format, by which separate
ceremonies would be held by college after a main ceremony on the quad,
was rejected after numerous complaints about the change were directed
to the president's office. The administration gave the seniors what they
wanted and kept the ceremony on the quad.
But JMU's graduating classes are not getting any larger, unlike the size
of the quad. Tonight, the senior class is holding a general meeting to try
and find out how the class of '87 wants to graduate.
We think the quad is no longer adequate to accommodate a
commencement. Tradition is a nice thing to stick to but practically
speaking, the quad is too small to provide enough seating and sound
from the podium doesn't travel clearly beyond the front rows.
We also think a satellite ceremony might not be feasible, even if this
year's seniors decide they want one. The logistics of separating the five
colleges would be hard to work with and we can't suggest five places on
campus appropriate for holding the individual ceremonies.
For this reason, we think the feasibility of holding commencement in
JMU Stadium ought to be considered. The faciliiy can provide more
seating than the quad, maintain the single-ceremony that was so popular
last year and spare JMU the logistical mess of arranging a satellite
commencement. The seniors attending tonight's meeting should
consider this option; it's the most practical one available.
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board.

Meet

vVHlLF MOST CoueGC STuPeNTS
'SFefJD THeiR -5UMPAV AFTERNOONS
STVPyiN6, AJMdH'NG TeieVISION OR
JuST CATcHlNG UP ON SOME
SL.eep/ -meRe is owe S"TUP&MT
HARP AT WORK, IW THF 8Ase M6MT OF ANTHONY - seeee* HALL.
if is MOT Hovje\/eR
SCOTT '
MILLER.
SCOTT seRves AS ' eprrop.i«.<cARToowisr FOR. TH6 e&e&ze.
THE ReASON He" IS MOT HAN6UJ&
ovr iw AUTHONY -see6ei?s BAse/V6MT l5-*66MeT5AU_V uNCLCAR,
B>JT He HAS B6EM GWOT6D AS
■SAYiMO THAT H6 CAN THINK. OF
S€VCRAL BfTTeR. VOAYS TO SPEND
A syiMpAy AFTERNOON.
ON* THIN6 IS CLeAR, THO06H
STTT IS PARN HAPPY TO Be
VJORKIN& FOR. AS f^yTAFj|_e A
PUBLICATION AS TH6 u^JRtP- tx
MOWNCP e*e£ze KNOWING THAT
ONJLV
TMe Hippesr OF THE HIP
RFAP

The board consists of editor Kyra Scarton, managing editor Mark Charnock,
editorial editor Charles Lundy and assistant editorial editor Harry Alwood.

THE

&=&EZ&

SCOTT SFENP?

A ecep TOO AA.Nirre-s A WCEK.
WORKING up H„ PuuTZfR .
W1NNIN6, CAR-TOOMS.-

"THF iNTCNSe EFFORT IS \A»RTH
IT," 5AV"; 7COTT. " AFTER. W0RKIN&
THAT HARV R>P SlCH AN ©(TewDeD
PeRiOP Op T.Mfc I OFT6N HAVF
TO SCEPP FOR TVOO PAYS-STRAIGHT"
HIS PROFESSORS 0NPFR5TANP, THOU6H,
56CAUSF, IN APPITJON TO MlS MEA>/V
cARTooNir-*> SCHEDULE, HF CARRIES

A STRENUOUS

^ cRemr

COURSF

LOAP (CRFDIT-NO-ORePIT).
EV6M THOUGH He WAS BOHKi
ON A WEDNESDAY H6 SAYS THAT
H* UFC HAS NOT'eeetM ADVCR^Y
AFP6CTEP teVEN THOU6H HIS
FATHER INSISTS THEY trNPeD JV>
WITH IMS vWRONG. CHIP). CCMlNC
F«*A A HUMBce eACKl5RO»NpSCITT WAS BbTiN IN A L06 CABIN"
H6 Keeps yp HIS J6T-SeT UP6STYLC- VO.TH THe EASe OF AM
SXPeRKFNceO LOUMS6 LIZARD
' LIVING ON ^ i/0oo A weeK IS
«?U&H.- ne sAvfc, • BOT jBveRYoNe
HAS TO CARRY HIS OWN LOAD."
WHEN ASKfP FQO/w WMeNOr
His ipeAs FOR HIS CARTOONS
5PRIN&, His ONLY HEPLY WAS.
'BeAT* Mr - B^T Twe-M .^ ON
HEAYV VieDlCATION ASK. Uf MPXT
Weex.' So ASK HIM NevT vJe6K-He Neeps A W*PAK

Opinions expressed on the Viewpoint and Reader's Forum pages are not
necessarily those of the students, faculty and staff of James Madison University.

Criticism essential in preserving freedoms
I am filled with the urge lo respond lo Glen
Bri/cndinc's Idler in Monday's issue of The Breeze
which attacks the advertisement poster for the band
Animal Logic. If you arc unfamiliar wilh ihc poster,
it shows our president, Ronald Reagan, making a
deposit into a cash teller machine. The poster
includes some accusatory insinuations about the
president's character and political policies.
Of course, my editors have reminded me that as an
editor myself, it isn't proper to respond to letters. I
am forced to heed their advice, but if I was to
comment 1 might say something like this:
Mr. Bri/.cndinc's letter begins with the statement "It
has come to my attention that a great deal of
anti-American 'propaganda' has made its way onto the
JMU campus." Uh oh, it sounds like Glen is on the
political rampage. My first reaction was lo run for
cover down into my liberal bomb shelter. But, I've
miraculously summoned the courage to confront this
grand thinker.
^—-.
Glen, your respect for the president is quite
obvious. However, is the unswerving respect of our
leaders the essential function of a politically
conscientious member of this nation?
Respect should only be given to those who have
qualities worth commending. Respect should be
reserved for the true thinkers and positive movers of a
society.

Now, if one believes President Reagan possesses
the qualities of true leadership, he is welcome to
respect his heart out. But, by the same measure, here
in the United States, if one objects to the ideologies
of a particular "leader" he is welcome to object his
heart out as well.
plen, listen carefully. The right to criticize is
absolutely essential for the protection of the freedoms
we enjoy as Americans. That's what makes you
lucky. That's what, in theory, protects you from the
possibilities of a rtj-run of the phenomena of Nazi
Germany.

Do you know about Nazi Germany, Glen? Let me
tell you about it. Many years ago a "leader" named
Adolf Hitler formed-a political party in Germany.
This system of government was knowaas Naziism.
For the government lo work, Mr. Hitler needed to
control the populace by squashing any opposition and
critical thought. That control was made possible due

in large to the highly effective terrorizing tactics of
the special police force called the SS.
The SS had the right to jail, bludgeon, maim and,
best of all, kill anyone they wanted to. By employing
this ingenious tactic of terror, Adolf was able to
pretty much do what ever the hell he wanted without
worrying about the appcarcncc of nasty posters
criticizing him.
In fact, the plan worked so well that the "leader"
was able to convince people there were sinister
enemies of the German people hiding behind the
disguises of shopkeepers, teachers, doctors, etc.
These people were called Jews (Jew is a short, biting
term for Jewish, Glen). Ultimately, Mr. Hitler had
enough control of his nation to order the annihilation
oi 6 million people. That's just an example of the
wondcrous possibilities of a society where criticism
isn't tolerated.
What do you think Glen? Do yon think President
Reagan should pick up some lips from that sterling
leader" from ihc past? Do'.you ihink our president
could stamp out ugly criticisms like the poster you
laid so offensive? Maybe if all works out, you could
join the new American version of the SS and torture
every one of those nasty boys from Animal Logic.
What bliss huh?
Hurry Atwood is a senior majoring in English.

»—.*•
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Program board
corrects reader
misconceptions
To the editor: ,
This letter is directed to Andy Roberts concerning
his completely misguided and uneducated letter in last
Monday's Breeze regarding the University Program
Board and its concerts here at JMU.
Fust, let me point out the fact that the patheticallydesigned Convocation Center is an inadequate facility
for most major bands to perform in. Not enough
tickets would be available to pay off most of these
groups.
Another point to bring to Mr. Roberts' small and
narrow mind is that the University of Virginia and
other such locations are more centrally-located and,
due to their larger facilities, promise greater
turn-outs.
As for Andy's uninformed quote stating that "we
don't want .38 Special or The Hooters," I say think,
or rather rssearch, before you speak. If this
self-proclaimed "college music educator" had taken
the time to call the UPB Concert Committee, he
would have found that both of these groups were
included in the results of the concert poll conducted
by the committee in April 1986. Granted, groups
and styles change but then again if you look at a
recent Top-40 chart you'll see REM's name included
right along with Madonna's. I guess REM's out of
the question too, huh Andy?
I agree that there are definitely loo many high
school students attending concerts at JMU. I have
proposed that the UPB offer tickets only to JMU
students for the first few days of sale. If this idea is
implemented, then we would only have our fellow
students to blame if the bulk of the tickets end up in
Harrisonburg High School.
I will conclude by informing Mr. Roberts, as well
as JMU, that on Sunday, April 5. JMU will
experience one fantastic concert when Jimmy Buffet
(the poll's 2nd leading vote-getter) plays at the
Convo.
But wait, it seems one of his songs made the
Top-40 chart back in 1977. Oh well, I guess Andy
Roberts won't be in attendance. But that's all right;
there'll just be more Margaritas and cheeseburgers for
the rest of us.
Kyle Ritchie
concert committee
University Program Board

etters
The Breeze welcomes tetters to the editor fr m\
•aders. Letters should be typed and include nw
mier-s name, phone number, academic year and
major.
Letters should be mailed to the editorial editor,
The Breeze, Communication Department, JMU,
Harrisonburg VA 22807. Letters may also be sent
through the campus rrail or dropped off in /
Breeze c
ne basement of Anthony-S^

S-A-T-l-R-E
'Lesson in sarcasm'shows letter's grammatical error
To the editor:
I would like to direct this letter to the illustrious
Steve Zanetti. Now pay attention, Steve, this is a
lesson in sarcasm.
You see, the opening sentence of my letter is
sarcastic because of the use of the word
"illustrious" which, defined by Mr. Webster,
means "notably or brilliantly outstanding because
of dignity of achievements or actions."
Now Steve, your latest achievement seems to be
the publishing of your letter in The Breeze, which
does not fit the definition of "illustrious." Rather,
your letter is an embarrassment to a university full
of individuals assumed to be intelligent enough to
see beyond surface-level sarcasm.
Steve, I'm afraid you somehow missed Harry's
point in the column titled "Influx of Nerds at JMU
Wrecks Party Tradition." You claim to be familiar
with Harry's previous Breeze columns. If this were

true, it would be impossible for you to reach the
conclusion which you did about this column and
its author. Harry has given us quality columns
throughout the year. Whether or not you agree
with them all the time,,you cannot deny his
journalistic brilliance. I urge you, Steve, to reread
Harry's column. I have a copy, with the sarcasm
highlighted, if you would like to borrow it.
One final comment: you should really watch
your grammar skills when brazenly insulting a
senior English major. There is a problem with the
phrase "If the drinking age was still 18." If you
don't know what the problem is, then you should
ask Harry over lunch.
Ron Copeland
freshman
undeclared

'New literary device' was intent ofAtwood's column
To the editor:
In reply to Steve Zanetti and other writers of the
"heap of letters" of indignation to Harry Atwood
for his "influx of nerds" commentary, I'd like to
introduce you to a new literary device: satire.
I'll admit that Mr. Atwood's true intentions for
writing that column were difficult to discern (I had
to read it two or three times myself before I could
figure out if he was being serious). But I think if
you had read it closely enough instead of flying off
the handle at the title and after a superficial glance
at what was "evidently" said, you would have to
believe that Mr. Atwood doesn't think that people
who say "for sure, dude" are "diamonds of
socialization." Let's be serious.

I do agree that Mr. Atwood has embarrassed his
senior class by portraying them as brainless party
morons and I'd love to know where he gets his
ideas for his commentaries. He must really have
been stretching for material that week.
Harry, please work on your satire. Apparently, it
needs a little refining when the freshman class,
which your peers term as "super brains," don't
catch on.
Steve, if you need some help interpreting "The
Far Side," just let me know.
Pamela Rayboen
sophomore
English

Reader was unable to comprehend 'Influx of Nerds'
To the editor:
In response to the letter to the editor regarding
Harry Atwood's recent column (Feb. 16), Mr.
Zanetti, GET A CLUE!
I suspect there will be a "heap of letters"
concerning your ridiculous criticism of Atwood's
column. Furthermore, I sincerely hope my letter is
published because I simply cannot believe that
anyone as ignorant as you managed to gain
acceptance to our fine university. I am quite certain
that if your acceptance offer were to be reconsidered
in light of your recent brainstorming, "you
couldn't even gel back in here." Since you cannot
recognize it when you see it, let me spell it out for
you: S-A-T-I-R-E. Webster's New Collegiate
Dictionary provides the following definition: a
literary work holding up human vices and follies to
ridicule or scorn. Are you getting the picture?
I am a chemistry major planning to graduate this
May, summa cum laude, after only three years of
school. I can think of no better criteria for being
considered a nerd (those who know me, however,
can attest that I can be seen holding up the bar in
1 l j p.: I ! . >, |, I
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JM's every Friday afternoon; I am old enough to
get in). I am also blessed with the intellect and
sense of humor which allows me to understand and
appreciate Atwood's columns. Obviously you are
lacking one or both of these ingredients.
Furthermore, I do not consider Harry Atwood to
be a disgrace or an embarrassment to JMU. Your
hypocrisy amazes me. In one sentence you accuse
Atwood of being audacious and judgmental, and in
the next, you condemn the extracurricular activities
of "certain nameless Breeze editors." Is your halo
polished and on straight? Mine's not In any case,
this is absolutely irrelevant to Atwood's writing.
Maybe you are seeing red, but it is a direct result
of your inability to comprehend the situation.
Finally, I suspect that you are a disgrace and an
embarrassment to the freshman class.
Beth Marshall
senior
chemistry
six other signatures
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Glasnost: 'Openness' in the Soviet Union?
A

Since December, a remarkable drama has been recent embezzlement of party funds-all to the
rate of alcoholism. A campaign has been launched
unfolding in the Soviet Union, a "revolutionary"
astonishment of Soviet readers, and the outrage of
which raises the price of vodka and brandy while
process of "democratization" known as glasnost. The Cooimunist Party bosses.
decreasing the number of stores they can be sold in.
.reforms are sweeping and encompass almost every
Poets and writers are also finding sanctuary in the
This, like the other reforms, has drawn fire from the
aspect of Russian life, affecting common workers as
new reforms. Works by Gumilyov, Akhmatova and
Politburo's
conservative ranks.
well as the parly elite. General Secretary Mikhail even Pasternak's "Dr. Zhivago" will soon be
•Cultural
Exchanges: A recent campus event
Gorbachev, father of the new openness, has however published, more than 30 years after it was written.
highlights
the
impact glasnost has had upon
run afoul of staunch Politburo conservatives who
•increased economic productivity: Strains of the
East-West
exchanges.
view the youthful spirit of libertarianism as a threat
new Gorbachevian "democratization" (with East
Thursday, four representatives from the Soviet
to their power - the beating of Jewish demonstrators
Germany as a role model) have also seeped into the
embassy were expected to appear at JMU, but because
by plain-clothes police is a sign of their displeasure.
economic system. For example, programs now are
of a clearance matter their visit had to be canceled.
Nonetheless, the reforms arc desperately needed, a
being set up where Soviet citizens may operate a
second thaw to enliven the sluggish Soviet economy.
Within hours, the representatives called JMU to
business on their own, and although they must
Also, as Dr. Elizabeth Neatrour (co-chairpcrson of
express their regrets. Embassy Cultural Attache
Russian studies) says, a "general loosening of
Alexander Petrovich Pctomkin called himself
WATCHING THE
tension" in many areas.
apologizing profusely" and making an appointment
WHEELS
to appear in April.
• Treatment of human rights: The release of
physicist Andrei Sakharov from internal exile seems
Clearly, the Soviets are deeply concerned (for the
to have opened the door for 150 other dissidents in
first time, perhaps) about their image, yet many have
Rob Morano
Soviet prison and labor camps (about three percent of
dismissed the reforms as nothing more than a ploy to
all such prisoners), and perhaps 400 Jewish
fool the West with temporary, cosmetic changes of
refuseniks have already been allowed to emigrate.
policy
But
Neatrour disagrees. "We must learn
employ a set number of workers and hand over a large
Though the numbers seem small, they arc "very
that
they
re
not
doing this for our benefit," but for
part of their earnings, the variety and quality of the
significant," says
Neatrour, and in fact are the
their
own
domestic
and economic tranquility, she
products offered by these "businesses" attracts many
largest since Khrushchev's failed push for reform in
says.
Kremlin
infighting
over reform also suggests
more people than those of the convcnuonal system
the late 1950s. On Monday, Jewish activist Josef
the seriousness of glasnost.
While the reforms in no way suggest a yearning for
Begun alsowas released. He called this act a "mark of
Gorbachev says the process is "irreversible." There
free enterprise, they do "encourage efficiency and
improving rights in this country."
is, however, an old Russian proverb that says how
Censorship reforms: Soviet newspapers are more SS^^'i&ilfe £ difficult,! can be to turn a ship in a storm. Whether
or not Gorbachev successfully navigates the SS
Olasnos,'through the tides of internal resistance and
foreign disbelief is of utmost importance to Soviet
citizens now, and the rest of the world in the future
Dob Momno is a freshman ma,onns in English.
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Administration encourages Cold War
To the editor:
Growing up jn America, I have always observed
that we are a people who traditionally are
anti-aggressive. In the past we had to be drawn into
wars like World War I and World War II. We did
not initiate them, but will it remain so?
After reviewing the government's recent strategy,
one has to wonder. The current administration has
done nothing to encourage, or even exploit, the
recent "warming trend" in the Soviet Union. It has
done nothing except abandon SALT II, refuse to
negotiate a lest ban treaty and wreck last year's
summit meeting in Iceland. These are bad signs.
Another sign that is even more disturbing is the

government's recent deployment of the new Trident
missile systems which arc primarily offensive
weapons. The question, with Star Wars so
prevalent, is why are we building offensive
weapons? Isn't this against our moral beliefs?
Giving the U. S. military efficient first-strike
capability will hardly curb Soviet aggression. In
fact, it will most likely re-kindle it. The Soviets
would have plenty of grounds to justify similar
aggressive actions. After all, if the Strategic
Defense Initiative works, it will give the United
States a net which could nullify a Soviet
retaliatory strike if the Uniied States atmcked first.
At least, dials how the Soviets would sec it.

Is this the way we should present our cause to
the world? The fact is that in order to survive on
earth, we have to live together, like it or not.
Then, if we're still interested in "saving the world
for democracy," we should end this threatening
military strategy and take advantage of our good
position to negotiate with the Soviet Union. The
worst that could come of it would be to lessen the
tension between the two countries.
Matt Zipper
sop'homore

Reflections: SGA, sports and 'the vent'
To the editor:
Well, it's limp to reflect back on my
years here at JMU. For all those times 1
wanted to write in about various
subjects, it's lime to make up for them.
Some points to ponder:
1. Afler umpteen-million parking
tickets, the problem is still not
resolved. You'd think with all the
money I've spent paying those darn
things, they could'vc bought a garage.
2. The Student Government
Association — It basically has done a
fine job but for two things: the pub
(more on that later) and the contingency
account. This account used to fund
campus clubs for university sponsored
trips, projects, etc. But this year, the
SGA has decided not to fund anything

involving food, transportation, or
accommodations. What's left?
3. For all of you who complained
about the noise caused by the
construction of the new building, deal
wilh il. The freshmen in Wine-Price
Hall didn't complain when they built
ihe Phillips Center. And 1 don't hear
McGraw-Long and Bell Hall residents
complaining about the new dorm
construction. Face it, JMU is growing
and nothing can be built in a summer.
4. Social life on and off campus —
What has happened? On-campus parlies
are a drag, you can't party in ihe hall
and JM's is ridiculous. On a recent
Saturday night, townies outnumbered
students 10 to one.
Of course, the age went up. For three

years I had a blast wilh a fake ID. Now
that I'm legal, life is a drag. And the
campus pub? Nice try. Next lime, get
rid of the funeral home atmosphere, the
D-Hall tables and get some real music.
5. The vents outside of D-Hall and
Dukes — They arc enough to take ihe
perm right out of your hair. You'd
ihink wilh a president who heads the
Center for Innovative Technology, we
could figure out a way to stop them
from blasting us off the sidewalk.
6. The athletic support on this
campus is a joke. The only teams
receiving support are the football team
and the men's basketball team — and
that's if they are winning. Come on
folks, our icams*are up and coming and
the lack of student support they get is a

shame. Our women's basketball team is
13th in the country; no other team has
ever had that high a distinction. And
yet, only about 500 supporters show up
for their games, 400 of which are loyal
friends and alumni (not students). For
all you uninformed people, we are
hosiing the Colonial Athletic
Association Tournament (we arc the
defending champions).
I love this school and I am proud to
say I'm going here. But all you people
just floating through without speaking
up, think about what's going on around
you — and do something about it.
Nan Martino
senior
physical education

'Platoon' dispels myth about Vietnam War
What went wrong in Vietnam? During the 14 years
since the last American combat troops pulled out of
that war, I've heard varying answers to that question:
we didn't invade North Viclnam, we wouldn't drop the
bomb, our president didn't let the generals do it right
But the answer I've heard most often was succincdy
stated right here in The Breeze some time ago: we
went at it "half-heartedly." We should instead have
"stepped in in the name of democracy and self-interest
and kicked ass."
I used to think this kind of altitude was just
narrow-minded. Then I saw the new Vietnam movie
"Platoon." Now I believe it's just plain idiotic.
For those who haven't ventured to the Valley Mall
Theater, 'Platoon' is a worst-case scenario of the
Vietnam War. The collage of situations encountered
by the American soldiers is based on incidents that
actually happened at different times: a green
lieutenant lacks experience to lead his men in
combat, a field commander orders an air suike on top
of his own men after their position is overrun by
Vietcong and a guard falls asleep on night duty,
allowing Vietcong to sneak up on his squad. And
confusion reigns throughout all the combat. Nobody
ever knows where the enemy or the front line are
located.
But •Platoon' is especially catastrophic because all
of ihese and other mishaps befall the same group of
soldiers.
For those accustomed to big-screen war depicted by

World War II films, 'Platoon' dispels many myths
about war in general. During its two hours of
jungle-crawling and fire-fighting, fear and suffering
are more common than valor, a noble purpose behind
the fighting is conspicuously lacking and Americans
don't seem to be the good guys.
The myth that the United Stales could have won
Vietnam by "kicking ass" is deflated in an episode
where the Americans search a South Vietnamese
village suspected of harboring Vietcong. The
villagers don't welcome the GIs as liberators from

communism, nor do they look like they care less
what political system they're living under. In fact,
they're too damn scarred of the gun-wielding
foreigners to simply cooperate when questioned. So
much for stepping in in the name of democracy.
But what really drives the point home is the
Americans' treatment of the villagers. The atrocities
shown arc an illustration of the general altitudes that
the Americans and Vietnamese civilians had towards
each other. In one scene, a soldier reacts to the deaths
of several friends by smashing a villager's head into

the ground. In another, a sergeant threatens to shoot a
young girl to persuade an older villager to talk. In
both cases, the Americans, responding to the duress
of harrowing combat, treat the villagers as if they
were the Vietcong.
It's implied that some villagers are supplying the
Vietcong and this serves to sum up the futility of the
war: the Americans in 'Platoon' are fighting to
liberate Asians who are cither aiding the communists
or are just plain indifferent towards die GIs.
If this is any indication of American relations with
South Vietnamese civilians (Stanley Karnow's
history of the war describes such missions as
"routine"}, then it's hard to imagine how America
could have won the Vietnam War. In 'Platoon's'
depiction, more tanks, guns and bombs would not
have made any difference since the villagers didn't
accept the Americans as allies.
How do you win a war if the people you're
supposed to be fighting for aren't helping you? The
answer, as the United States demonstrated by pulling
out of Vietnam in 1973, is that you don't.
It's likely to be many more years before the experts
can agree on what America's underlying mistake was
in Vietnam. But you don't have to be an expert to
realize that failure to "kick ass" isn't the answer.
But don't take my word for it. Go see die movie.
Charles Lundy is a senior majoring in political
science and English.
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Arms traded for hostages, report says
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Tower commission
will report that the United States sold arms to Iran to
win the release of American hostages, a source said
Wednesday.
However, the panel could not determine how profits
from the deal were diverted to Nicaraguan rebels, the
were other recollections and clarifications he wanted to
source said.
provide the board."
Concluding a three-month investigation, the
In two meetings with the board, Reagan made
three-member board headed by former Sen. John conflicting statements about when he authorized the
Tower, R-Texas, will deliver its findings to the first shipment of U.S. weapons to Iran, according to
president at 10 a.m. EST Thursday and discuss its published reports. Current and former White House
report at a news conference an hour later.
aides have disputed each other on when Reagan
On the eve of the report's release, White House approved the transaction.
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said Reagan had sent the
An administration source said Reagan's letter stated
board a letter last Friday because "he simply felt there that he simply had no recollection of when he

Iran Arms
Scandal

approved the shipment and that he may have allowed
himself to be influenced by the recollection of others.
The letter was Reagan's third version of his role in
authorizing arms shipments.
Meanwhile, a source at the Tower commission said
the panel concluded that an arms-for-hostages swap
was at the center of U.S. contacts with Iran.
While the idea of trying to establish ties with a
strategically important nation "may have been in the
president's thoughts," the source said, "we didn't accept
ihe notion of it being the driving force."
Neither of the sources would comment except on
condition they not be named.
Reagan has insisted that a trade was not involved,
and he wanted to make contact with moderate Iranians.

NATION

Health experts oppose AIDS tests
ATLANTA (AP) — Some medical
authorities joined gay rights advocates
Tuesday in opposing mandatory testing
for die AIDS virus.
One expert denounced tests for all
hospital patients as "a dimly disguised
maneuver" aimed at eventual forced
testing of the entire U.S. population.
Mandatory AIDS tests are "social
placebos designed to reassure anxious
and frightened people," said Dr. Ron
Bayer of New York's Hastings Center.
Only widespread changes in sexual
behavior and drug use can truly curtail
the spread of AIDS, said Bayer, an

associate for policy studies at the
nonpartisan, nonprofit research
organization.
Acquired immune deficiency
syndrome, which cripples the body's
immune system, is transmitted most
frequently by sex or intravenous drug
use.
Bayer commented Tuesday on the first
day of a two-day conference on AIDS
testing sponsored by the national
Centers for Disease Control. Hundreds
of health officials and activists attended
die two-day meeting.
The idea of mandatory AIDS testing

'Amerika'
scores third
in TV ratings

NEW YORK (AP) — Despite its
super-hyped miniserics "Amerika,"
ABC was third in last week's
prime-time average Nielson ratings.
NBC was the decisive winner, while
CBS barely edged ABC for second
place.

for hospital patients, pregnant women
and engaged couples was criticized as
bad medical policy and legally
objectionable by gay rights groups,
civil libertarians and medical
professionals.
t
CDC researchers said earlier this
month that they wanted to hear a
variety of opinions on more widespread
use of tests for the virus that causes
AIDS, including mandatory testing.
CDC officials said the group is an
advisory agency and cannot itself dictate
health practices and regulations to state
agencies.
"Amerika" ended up with an averaee
rating of 19.0 and a 29 share, a few
points lower than ABC had hoped
ABC estimated that 100 million
viewers saw all or part of "Amerika"
The miniseries drew controversy
because of its provocative topic

Judge postpones
Deaver indictment
WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal
judge on Wednesday temporarily
stopped an independent counsel from
seeking an indictment against one-time
Reagan aide Michael Deaver for
allegedly lying to a federal grand jury
and a congressional committee
investigating his lobbying activities.
U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield
Jackson said Deaver had raised serious
questions about the 1978 law
establishing the office of independent
counsel and the public interest would be
best served by a temporary delay.
Jackson did not immediately set a date
for a further hearing on Deaver's
challenge of the Ethics in Government
Act.
Independent counsel Whitney
Seymour had said he would seek a
four-count indictment charging Deaver
with making false statements.

Study says tuition rose twice the inflatl
WASHINGTON (AP) — A college lobby group
released a study Tuesday saying tuition has risen
twice as fast as inflation in the 1980s, increasing
nearly 10 percent a year on both public and private
campuses.
Over the past 16 years, the study said, tuition
has gone up at a slower pace than medical care,
energy costs and the price of new homes, but faster
than the price of food and new cars
Analysts Arthur Hauptman and Terry Hartle said
that since 1970, tuitions have grown by an average
7.8 percent a year, compared to the 6.7 percent
annual increase in consumer prices and 8.2 percent
growth in disposable personal income. In the 1970s, tuitions lagged behind the inflation
rate, but in the 1980s, tuitions surged ahead,

increasing 9.8 percent a year. The rate is double the
4.9 percent rate of inflation and much faster than
the 6.5 percent annual growth in personal incomes
over the past s|ix years.
The report Svas commissioned by the American
Council on Education, a lobbying and research
group for more than 1,500 colleges and
universities. ACE President Robert Atwell
predicted the tuition spiral will slow down, saying
"I think everybody understands that they cannot
continue to increase at twice the rate"of inflation."
Hauptman and Hartle said in interviews they
believe colleges are not trying hard enough to
control costs, and suggested that campuses take a
harder look at the productivity of the faculty.
"I think colleges can do a lot more, whether it be

Jjsearch universities letting their faculty teach a
m ie bit more" or make belter use of technology,
saw Hauptman, a consultant
Mid
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South Africa might have nukes 72-year-old disarms
WASHINGTON (AP) — South Africa's
white-minority government might have built as many
as a dozen nuclear weapons which could fall into the
hands of a "radical ruling faction" or be used by
terrorists, according to a study released Tuesday.
The frightening prospect was raised in a report on
the global spread of nuclear weapons issued by the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
The report was prepared by Leonard Spector, an
associate at the private organization, who told the
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee that "recent
(proliferation) developments are profoundly troubling."
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, chairman of the panel,
said at a hearing called to discuss the report that the.
United States must take steps to "protect both
ourselves and the international community from the
global insecurity that arises from the proliferation of
nuclear weapons."

Spcctor's report reviewed developments around the
globe which could lead to the proliferation of nuclear
weapons.
Officially, five nations say they possess nuclear
weapons: the United States, the Soviet Union, China,
France and Great Britain. A sixth, India, successfully
conducted an atomic test in 1974 but is not believed to
have built a stockpile of weapons.
Several other nations are believed to either have
secret atomic stockpiles or be able to produce weapons
in short order, ^including South Africa, Israel and
Pakistan.
One of the most threatening situations is South
Africa, Spector said, which has a large natural store of
uranium along with the ability to enrich the material
to bomb-grade status. He said the country probably has
been able to build atomic weapons for six or seven
years.

Syrian troops take over strongholds
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Syrian foot patrols
marched into west Beirut's battle zone Tuesday to
occupy Druse and Shiite militia strongholds, and killed
three militiamen who refused to obey an order to halt
The rival Druse and Shiite forces, who have battled a
week for control of west Beirut, pulled out of most
strongpoints ahead of the Syrian soldiers.
Assassins who were not identified shot down two
ranking Communists in the ancient southern port of
Sidon, 25 miles south of Beirut. Twelve members of

the pro-Moscow Lebanese Communist Party have
been slain in south Lebanon in the past nine days.
Thousands of Syrian soldiers and 100 tanks moved
into Beirut's Moslem sector Sunday to end a
week-long war between a Druse-Communist alliance
and the Shiite Moslem militia Amal in which at least
300 people were reported killed and 1,300 wounded.
Moslem leaders asked Syria to stop the battle for
control of west Beirut.

robbers, fights back

MIAMI (AP) — Two would-be robbers who made
the mistake of tackling a tough 72-ycar-old were in
custody Tuesday after the elderly man stabbed one with
a kitchen knife and shot the other with one of the
assailants' guns, police said.
Rafael Viera fought the two off after they entered his
apartment and attacked him, said Miami Police
spokesman David Rivero.
It was the second time in 10 years that Viera shot
twp men,who he said had robbed him. The first
incident cost him 193 days in jail, but police said this
one was self-defense and no charges were anticipated.
Viera told police he had just returned from the
grocery store Monday when two gunmen stepped into
the still-open door to his apartment, and took his
Social Security money. The two men, George Gerero,
28, and Eduardo Portal, 19, then started ransacking
Viera's apartment looking for more money and
valuables.
1.
One of the men fired a bullet to frighten Viera, and
both of them beat him on his head. Viera said he
managed to get a kitchen knife and stab one robber,
and then took his gun to shoot the other.
Geraro remained hospitalized Tuesday with gunshot
wounds to the back, stomach and head, while Portal,
treated for stab wounds to the left leg and chest, was
released from the hospital and sent to the Dade County
Jail.
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